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WZLX to
Go MPEG
Surround

Top: Beasley's KSTJ shows off HD Radio; the show drew about 105,000 attendees. Middle: New NAB
President/CEO David Rehr; Dan Braverman demos a Radio Systems Millenium Digital console to Kyle
Wesley of Radio Disney. Bottom: Benjamin Dawson, left, accepts the Engineering Achievement Award
Winner from NAB 'sLynn Gaudy ( Ronald Rackley, not shown, also won); the LVCC hosted once again.

LAS VEGAS lelos Systems is busy
encoding music for classic rock station
WZLX(FM), Boston. The CBS Radio
facility expects to air its entire format in
5.1 surround sound via its HD Radio signal and MPEG technology.
The station hoped to make the change
within 120 days. lelos officials said this
would make WZLX "the first 24/7, fulltime surround radio station in the world."
The companies hope the move will
attract the attention of industry players —
including Boston-based receiver makers
such as Boston Acoustics and Bose — to
generate excitement about MPEG Surround sound capability, said Steve Church,
chief executive officer of lelos Systems,
and Frank Foti, president of Omnia.
Harald Popp of Fraunhofer said the
MPEG Surround standard would be finalized this summer, as Radio World has
reported.
"This is going to create a significant
boost to radio's aural impact and will be
an important motivation for consumers to
buy HD Radios," Church said. "We know
the marketplace wants surround."
See SURROUND, page 26
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Continental, Nautel
Form Alliance
LAS VEGAS Continental and Nautel are
working together in the hopes of growing
the North American transmitter businesses
of both manufacturers.
The companies signed a strategic
alliance at NAB2006. Peter Conlon, president of Nautel Ltd., and John Uvodich,
president of Continental Electronics, signed
the agreement. Uvodich said the two companies, nominally competitors in the RF
business, had "developed agreat rapport:'
The companies' booths were located
across the aisle from each other at
NAB2006. Asked if the arrangement was a
prelude to the purchase of one company by
the other, both said that was not the case.

In their first joint interview, the leaders
of the companies told Radio World that the
agreement will allow both manufacturers to
offer customers arange of HD Radio digital systems and products, while playing to
each company's strengths: Continental will
now offer solid-state Nautel gear in the
U.S., and Nautel will now offer Continental
high-power tube equipment in Canada.
"This gives broadcasters single-point
access to Nautel's rich expertise in solidstate and digital adaptive precorrection
FM exciter designs in conjunction with
Continental's cost-effective high-power
tube technology employing innovative linearization techniques," they stated in the
announcement.
Nautel hardware sold through Continental will have the latter's logo on the
front.
The deal has been under specific
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discussion for at least ayear, and Nautel
manager of business development Jorgen
Jensen and Continental's vice president of
business development Adil Mina said they
have been discussing possible alliances for
several years.
"We were both missing apiece:' Jensen
said.
A decision by Continental to use a
Nautel exciter in the 816HD transmitter,
introduced last year, encouraged more formal cooperation, and the companies said
the new agreement " solidified" the
exciter's role in that product.
Nautel officials said they had discontinued exclusivity arrangements of its U.S.
dealers several years ago. Both companies
say sales have been strong in the past year,
with Continental business up 40 percent
and Nautel's up 50 percent.
Continental reported $ 27 million in
sales last year, Uvodich said. Conlon did
not release Nautel sales figures but said
its revenue was "on the same order of
magnitude:'
— by Paul J. McLane
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

Carpets are
staged on the
final set-up day.
NAB show
attendance was
an estimated
105,046, a few
hundred more
than last year's
total.

More
photos
on page
22

A Grady Moates, chief
engineer of WBIX(AM),
Natick, Mass., let colleagues know about his
recent installation of
one of the first BE
4MX50 transmitters to
go into service.
-4 Cumulus, second-largest
group by station count,
will convert at least 80
percent of stations to HD
Radio by 2012 using
Harris transmission platforms. From left: Deb
Huttenberg of Harris,
Gary Kline of Cumulus
and new Harris Broadcast
President Tim Thorsteinson
announced the multimillion-dollar deal.

e
A CBS Radio Las
Vegas Chief Tracy
Teagarden shows off
the Mount Potos.
transmitter facility to
Glynn Walden, CBS
SVP of engineering,
during a visit to the
site 8,600 feet above
sea level. Along for
the trip were Ibiquity's
Jeff Detweiler and
European engineers
who wanted to see
KXTE(FM), one of the
first HD Radio stations.

ERI's Tom Silliman
and Bill Harland. The
company promoted its
expanding facilities in
Chandler, Ind., and displayed a new 1180
series panel FM antenna
among other offerings.

SCMS Communications Conference
Focusing on Digital Radio
Charlotte, NC
June 1, 2006 - all day
Attendance is FREE to all radio broadcasters!

44r

Exhibit area including: AEQ Broadcas: • Audemat-Aztec • APT • BE •
Davicom • Dieleztric • Marantz • OMT • Orban • Radio Systems • Rane •
TWR Lighting • Wheatstone • AND MORE!
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'The Talk of the Hallways'
"Of course, HD Radio was the main
topic at the convention."
In this and the next several issues,
Radio World will report on news, products, trends and sessions at NAB2006.
Seeking perspectives, Iasked around
among participants. The comment above
is from Cris Alexander, DOE for
Crawford Broadcasting and an RW contributor. For him, HD Radio "was aprimary topic of the radio technical sessions, it was the talk in the hallways and
it appeared to be the most featured aspect
of the major manufacturer offerings."
Cris saw not alot of "new" developments but refinements of existing technologies. "My impression from the sessions and the exhibit floor is that, love it
or hate it, HD Radio is here to stay. The
good news for broadcast engineers and
managers is that this technology is getting good manufacturer and broadcaster
support. Ithink the danger of another
'AM stereo' false start is becoming less
by the day:' Cris believes.
He noted the number of products to
ease the transition into digital, including
transmitters and antennas, STLs, processors, mixers and source equipment.
"In the sessions, we learned the ' whys'
of some of the HD Radio phenomena we
have been seeing in the field," he added.
"We knew what was happening but we
didn't really understand the underlying
causes. Now we do, and that will do
nothing but help us with our HD Radio
conversions in the field and help us provide our listeners with better digital coverage and more robust signals."
Traction
Mike Starling, vice president and chief
technology officer of NPR, said the news
of the show for him was HD Radio's
traction.
"With roughly 250 stations currently
multicasting; Clear Channel announcing
nearly 100 channels for their competitors
as well as their own stations to choose
among by year's end; and the first 24/7
surround radio station being announced
in Boston, the service offerings that will
drive HD are taking shape quickly."

Starling was surprised to see HD
translators making it to market. He noted
there was abooth devoted to an innovative single-point surround microphone
solution. He was impressed by low-cost,
high-quality point-to-point "IP-casting,"
seen in numerous exhibits, as well as
"some very clever listener interaction
tools" deployed by BE's Messagecasting
and Mother's FM411 software.
"New HD Radio service options like
multicasting, surround and listener-targeted datacasting have cleared the launch
pad," Starling said. "As Laura Behrens at
the Gartner Group summed it up, 'Not
going digital is not an option."
Starling feels the best minds in the
industry are now concentrating their
focus on maximizing innovative service
offerings and the coverage and quality
achievable with HD Radio.
At Cumulus, the vice president of corporate engineering and IT is Gary Kline.
He echoed comments that the story of the
show was "acontinued expansion of
offerings and product evolution for HD
Radio implementation. Ihad few surprises with regards to technology trends:' he
said. "Most of what Isaw was either an
evolution or merging of existing technologies.
"I think the overall picture is this,"
Kline said. "Digital radio, surround, multicasting, IP, etc. are all merging together.
Now more than ever, these technologies
are blending into one package.
"I saw more than one booth demonstrating complete studio systems utilizing
IP to connect surround, telephones, mixing, multicasting, processing and digital
radio. This is the way that things are
headed. In fact, in anumber of installations, this is the way things are being
handled today in real markets."
Kline also saw anumber of products
on display that won't be available for
several months. "That is nothing new,
except this year for whatever reason it
seemed to me to be more prevalent."
Cumulus continued its tradition of
offering sessions for its staff (recall Itold
you last year about the surprise personal
makeovers Kline arranged for engineers).

t

our Best Move!

His agenda included atube rebuilding
presentation by Econco; an HD Radio
review with Ibiquity; SBE news from the
society's President Chriss Scherer; a
FEMA/EAS update with expert Richard
Rudman; an HD Radio update from
Harris; an FCC legal review that included
former Allocations Branch Chief Mark
Lipp, consultant Jeff Brock and former
commissioner Henry Rivera, among others; and corporation news presented by
Cumulus executives Lew and John
Dickey. That's astrong program anytime
— and this was before the actual show.
150 kbps
David Layer, director of advanced
engineering at NAB, said, "Multiple
demonstrations of multicasting using the
so-called 'extended hybrid' mode of the
HD Radio system were further evidence
of how the industry is embracing multicasting technology.
"Both Harris and BE were demonstrating four-audio-channel multicasts — a48
kbps news channel, a36 kbps classical
music station, a24 kbps non-classical
music station and a12 kbps Radio
Reading Services channel for atotal of
120 kbps; the extended hybrid mode of
FM IBOC can support up to 150 kbps."
Iasked Layer about news from the
National Radio Systems Committee; he
is NAB's administrator representative to
NRSC, which NAB co-sponsors with
CEA. "The NRSC's AM bandwidth
study is nearing completion. This study is
being undertaken to assess how consumers react to areduction in analog AM
bandwidth, apractice which in theory
could improve audio quality by reducing
interference between first-adjacent AM
signals:' he said. "At the AM
Broadcasting Subcommittee meeting,
AM Study Task Group Co-Chair John
Kean of NPR Labs reported that aconsumer subjective listening test of recordings made of AM audio using various
receivers and various transmission bandwidths is underway."
Layer also wanted to thank those who
donated door prizes to the Amateur
Radio Operator's reception. ( I'll add my

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
two cents: the ham reception's organizers
and their sponsor, Heil Sound, deserve a
salute for turning the event into one of
the social gatherings of the convention;
and it's open to all, with some fabulous
door prizes desirable to broadcast engineers, this year worth over $ 10,000.)
Steve Davis, senior vice president of
engineering for Clear Channel Radio,
said an important development is that the
FCC may allow the use of translators to
fill in for the night service of AM stations
that have reduced night service area.
"Also this is the first show where we
really began to see the beginning of a
'paradigm shift' of engineers and managers looking at alternative means of
delivering content, such as via cell
phones, podcasts etc. We're starting to
see ourselves as content creators and distributors rather than merely ' radio broadcasters.' Clear Channel has long focused
on this," Davis said.
He reported that the session
"Managing Your Bandwidth," which he
moderated, was packed, with questions
on multicasting, surround sound, use of
importers and exporters and so on.
"There is still alot of misinformation ...
but it was clear from the questions asked
and level of interest that engineers are
seeing the importance of understanding
this:' Davis said.
One thing these managers and engineers didn't mention to me was how few
HD Radios were present to be heard on
the floor. Lest we forget, consumers need
hardware if this format is to succeed. I
would have liked to come to NAB and
See TALK, page 5
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Companies Vie for E-Measurement Biz
Ratings Firms Race to Build the
Better Radio Measurement Mousetrap
by Randy J. Stine
HOUSTON Three companies are fighting to build radio's next preferred ratings
system.
Hoping to foster the launch of commercial implementation of anew system
in at least some markets by the end of the
year, agroup of radio owners and other
users of listener data continues to examine proposals from the finalists.
Each proponent is offering not only a
technology but also services in collecting
and compiling results, as Arbitron does
now with its diary data. Thus the three
companies are fighting for radio's great
research prize: dominance of the ratings
market, long enjoyed by Arbitron.
While much has been written here
about Arbitron's Portable People Meter
over the years of its development, its
competitors for the endorsement of the
"Next-Generation Electronics Ratings
Evaluation Team" are less familiar.
However, The Media Audit and
Mediamark are hardly unknowns when it
comes to media research. Each hopes its
electronic audience research system
eventually will be chosen to replace
Arbitron's paper diary system, introduced
in 1965.
The " Next- Generation Electronics
Ratings Evaluation Team" includes radio
companies, ad agencies and a radio
advertiser, Ford Motor Company. The
broadcast members are ABC, Bonneville,
CBS Radio, Clear Channel Radio, Cox
Radio, Cumulus, Emmis, Entercom,
Entravision, Greater Media, Journal,

Talk
Continued from page 4

found dozens of high-impact displays
with radios from ahalf-dozen manufacturers and signs screaming about this
exciting new format. After all, stations
are telling listeners about it on the air.
There were only afew Boston Acoustics
and Radiosophy models scattered about.
As we used to say watching baseball in
New York: "Maybe next year?'
Mike Starling of NPR ended his comments with an anecdote: "Our friends
with pictures celebrated their 25th
anniversary of the first U.S. HDTV
demonstration by hosting NHK's amazing new Ultra-High Definition demonstration, boasting 16 times the resolution
of standard HDTV," Starling wrote.
"It was impressive, as was their 3-D
television demo. But on the plane ride to
and from Vegas, while you could 'watch'
the movie for free, if you wanted to actually 'hear' it, 'that's five bucks.'
"It's just as true today as it was when
the first radio broadcast emerged from the
static: Audio is the ' killer app."
Your thoughts on NAB? Write to
radioworld@imaspub.com.
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that can check e-mail, browse the Web,
schedule meetings, play MP3s, take photos, make phone calls and electronically
track radio listening habits," said Phil
Beswick, executive vice president for
The Media Audit.
It's that "all-in-one" integrated aspect
that will allow The Media Audit to monitor consumers' behaviors as unobtrusively as possible, he believes.

"You need compliance, and in order to
do that you have to make measurement as
least onerous as possible. Compliance
leads to fair and reliable data of radio listening," Beswick said. "A smart phone
with many features becomes indispensable and therefore is taken everywhere."
The Media Audit believes using the
smart cell phone as a measurement
device will satisfy the research needs of
radio into the future, he said.
"The cell phone is the fastest-growing
consumer product ever. It's not going

Radio One, Regent and Susquehanna.
Clear Channel last summer publicized a
Request for Proposal for aradio electronic
ratings service; that step started the evaluation process. The company sought to
exhaust all possibilities for electronic
measurement; it
received 34 prom ileS/I-Quest Ltd Smart Phone Media Monitoring Solution Diagram
posals.

i

The evaluation team earlier
this year selectINAUDIBLE SIGNAL SERVICES
ed the finalists
from
seven
semi-finalists
announced in
December.
EMBEDDING HIROUE MGM.
While no single entity can
give the entire
industry's endorsement to one
system or research provider,
the finding of the
evaluation team
is considered to
be the closest
thing. Experts
believe an industry standard for
an electronic ratings system will
be necessary because ad buyers have indicated apreference to one recognizable,
consistent baseline.
The Media Audit and Mediamark
Research have pitched tech-savvy systems they say will provide more accurate
radio listener data than Arbitron's diary
methodology or its proposed PPM.

See RATINGS, page 6
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Millenium Digital Consoles
Beautiful...

'Smart phone'
Executives James Higginbotham and
Robert Jordan co-founded International
Demographics, which owns The Media
Audit, in 1971. It currently has 200
employees in Houston.
The company's primary product is
The Media Audit, amultimedia qualitative audience survey conducted in more
than 80 markets. Clients include radio
stations, television broadcasters, cable
television operators, daily newspapers,
outdoor media, advertising agencies and
advertisers.
The Media Audit is proposing asmart
cell phone device it is developing with
Ipsos, aU.K.-based media research firm.
The smart phone has an advanced operating system, similar to that of acomputer,
that allows it to add features as apersonal
digital assistant would.
Panel participants would carry asmart
cell phone for an undetermined length of
time while it tracks their listening automatically. For convenience, company
officials say participants could keep their
old cell phone number and import their
former cell phone address book. The
smart phones would be collected once the
monitoring period is completed, anywhere from one to three years.
Company officials say the high-end
cell phone tracks media exposure to
watermarked-encoded audio signals or by
audio- matching signals that are not
encoded.
"We have apiece of research hardware

and Out.
Radio Systems' Millenium Consoles go digital with abeautiful new look and
an unbeaten complement of digital features including:
•Analog or digital inputs on every channel
•Sample rate conversion on every digital input
•Mic thru line level sensitivity on every analog input
•Simultaneous digital and analog outputs
•io fully programmable mix- minus outputs
Contact Radio Systems or your dealer today about the best looking and
most functional low-priced digital console available.
Radio Systems, Inc.
6oL Heron Drive, Logan Township, NJ 08085
phone: 856 467-8000 Fax: 856 467-3044 www.radiosystems.com
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Ratings
Continued from page 5

the way of the pager. Research shows
that over 80 percent of all adults now
carry cell phones, and approximately 5
percent own smart phones. We expect
that within a few years the majority of
cell phones sold will be smart phones,"
Beswick said.
The smart phone samples sound from
the ambient audio environment through
the microphone every several seconds,
he said, then searches in its listening
process for the "encode," similar to an
"audio barcode" within the broadcast
signal. The data is time- stamped and
stored in the memory of the operating

system. Approximately every five minutes, data packets are sent to The Media
Audit's data center in Houston via the
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS),
a mobile data service available to
mobile phone users.
"The smart phone will mimic the listening range of the human ear,"
Beswick said, therefore accurately representing what aperson would hear.
The Media Audit's smart phone system will have built-in data redundancy
through its signal matching capabilities,
he said.
"The fact is both audio- matching and
encoding have their respective
strengths. Indeed their strengths complement each other. For this reason we
favor integrating both monitoring systems in our smart cell phone solution."

May 24, 2006

The Media Audit expected to launch
an "expert witness test" in Houston this
May — the same market in which
Arbitron is testing its Portable People
Meter — with test results to be shared
with the radio industry later in the month.
The panel will include several dozen
people equipped with smart cell phones.
The participants will log their listening in
a paper diary, which will later be compared to electronically gathered data.
The company expects to conduct a
smart phone field test of 2,500 respondents in Houston later this year, which
will also check parameters to determine
response rates.
Total cost of the field test is expected
to top $5.5 million. The Media Audit
will look to the radio industry to fund a
majority of the field test, he said.

“Logitek's
great support
helped me
get our new
studios going."

A measurer

impact the way
media is consumed.
—Jay Mattlin,

more interesting, KAXE was the first USA
installation of the Logitek Mosaic console.
Fortunately, Logitek was there for me every step

Mediamark Research

of the way. With help, Isuccessfully integrated
two new Mosaic- based studios and the central
wiring area with our ENCO system—everything
looks and operates great, and our operators love
the setup. Our Logitek system has been running
at KAXE for over a year now. Our studios
complement the wonderful look of our new facility

the expanding number of radio signals,"
Beswick said.
The costs for radio stations will go
up abit compared to the diary methodology, Beswick said, but will be a lot
less than what Arbitron wants to charge
for PPM.
Arbitron has contract proposals out to
stations that would increase measurement
costs from some 40 percent to 60 percent,
depending on the products purchased, as
previously reported in Radio World.
If eventually given the go-ahead, The
Media Audit said it is willing to commit
to deployment of its smart cell phone
audience measurement system in 11
markets in 2007.
Arbitron will begin using PPM for
real data collection in top markets starting with Houston this July and continuing in the top 10 markets by fall 2008;
it plans to expand to the top 50 markets
two to three years after that.

and the Logitek system's flexibility is fantastic."
Dan Houg, Engineer, KAXE
Grand Rapids Minnesota
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Logitek's Mosaic is a router- based console
system that provides the flexibility you need
for your facility. Call today to schedule ademo,
or visit our website for more information.

Logitek
Console Router Systems
Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081

713.664.4470
1.800.231.5870

info@logitekaudio.com
wvew.logitekaudio.com
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device should not

"When Istarted working on the new studios for
KAXE, I was new to radio engineering so
everything was achallenge. To make things even

4'4%14

Media Audit says it has commitments from radio stations representing
about "95 percent of the radio revenue"
in the Houston market to encode their
signals for smart phone testing.
That includes Cox Radio and Radio
One stations, both of which have steadfastly refused to encode their broadcasts
for Arbitron's PPM tests. Arbitron has
said it expects Cox and Radio One to
encode for the PPM if the technology
wins the accreditation race.
The Media Audit initially would provide smart cell phones to those on its
passive electronic measurement system
panels, which will add to the cost of
conducting the research. "However, we
expect as time goes on our hardware
costs will go way down as more and
more people purchase smart phones."
Sample sizes will be approximately
2,000-2,500 for persons ages 12+ in
markets such as Atlanta, Detroit, Miami
and Houston.
"We believe sample size will have to
grow with the increased media fragmentation as aresult of (multicasting with)
HD Radio, which could result in double
or triple the number of local radio operations in some markets. Larger panels
will yield more reliable research despite

2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

The Eurisko
Arbitron's other rival for America's
electronic ratings system business
comes from Mediamark Research.
Mediamark is a subsidiary of GfK
Holdings, a Nuremberg, Germanybased market research company.
Mediamark collects and analyzes data
on consumer demographics, product
and brand usage, and exposure to forms
of advertising media. It has approximately 75 employees at its U.S. office
in New York City.
Its entry into the three-way ratings
See RATINGS, page 8
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Continued from page 6

race is based on the Eurisko Media
Monitor, developed by sister company
Eurisko, an Italian marketing research
institute. The company has made few
public comments during the evaluation
process.
The Eurisko device uses sound
matching technology, which compares
snippets of captured audio to electronically monitored broadcasts, said Jay
Mattlin, Mediamark Research vice president for research and new ventures.
"The device has a microphone that
picks up ambient sound. A fingerprint of
that sound is stored and later compared to
audio files from broadcast services. Our
huge advantage is that we do not rely on
the cooperation of the broadcasters.
Audio does not have to be encoded, so
we are not reliant on all radio stations
participating," Mattlin said.
Panel participants will wear the cellphone- sized Eurisko Media Monitor,
which has amicrophone to capture audio
of the radio transmissions that panelists
are exposed to, Mattlin explained.
Mattlin said the Eurisko Media
Monitor has gone through validity testing
by Radio Advertising Joint Audience
Research, which has been comparing
PPM and the Eurisko device for rollout in
the U.K.

The Eurisko Media Monitor uses
sound matching technology,
which compares snippets of
captured audio to electronically
monitored broadcasts.
"The RAJAR simulation test deemed
both the Media Monitor and PPM as
acceptable potential measurement tools.
However, we do feel we have advantages
over PPM, including longer battery life
and a more appealing- looking device,"
Mattlin said.
Arbitron has said it has increased the
battery life of the PPM significantly.
Mediamark Research believes smart
phone technology is "not quite as far

Get the Best Prices from all the Popular Brands in

Broadcast Depot
Visit or Online Catalog
www.broadcastdepot.com
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along" as the Eurisko, and there are other drawbacks to the smart phone,
Mattlin said.
"We believe if you give people asmart
phone, their media usage will change.
For instance, they could start playing
MP3s or downloading other content from
the Web. A measurement device should
not impact the way media is consumed.
You would no longer be measuring true
behavior."
(The Media Audit's Beswick said the
research firm could "turn off" any smart
phone software features, like MP3 players, that are determined to affect radio
listening adversely.)
Mediamark Research officials met with
members of the MRC evaluation team in
March and pitched the Eurisko Media
Monitor. However, there are no major
field tests planned in the United States.
As proof of performance, they point to the
RAJAR testing in the U.K. as evidence
that the Eurisko Media Monitor is aworthy candidate in the United States.
Conducting atest in this country "is up
to the ratings evaluation team," said
Mattlin. "The radio industry would need
to step forward and say, 'We want atest,'
and fund it as well. We would be happy
to engage in such atest!'
'Grueling' accreditation
Meanwhile, Arbitron officials say both
The Media Audit and Mediamark are
offering only concepts of electronic measurement services and have not conducted credible testing.
"Not asingle claim of theirs has been
backed up by research among consumers
here in the United States," said Thom
Mocarsky, vice president of communications for Arbitron.
"We have had three market trials in the
U.S. and are in the middle of the evaluation team's audit. We have gone through
a grueling accreditation process. We
expect the radio industry to be as diligent
with the rest in the field."
Mediamark's Mattlin acknowledged
that Arbitron is the incumbent and has
the "advantage of deep knowledge of the
industry and the players" within the
industry.
Two of the finalists also have
addressed the cell phone-only household
issue. Arbitron and The Media Audit say
they will incorporate cell phone-only
households in their samples.
Arbitron says it will recruit panelists by
calling cell phones starting in 2008. The
Media Audit officials say they will draw

NEWS

samples of cell phone-only households if
chosen to provide electronic ratings.
So what will the outcome be?
Several radio consultants contacted for
this story said competition is good for
any business, including Arbitron.
However, it's fairly clear that Arbitron
remains the ratings race leader to this
point in their minds.
"Arbitron has needed an upgrade from
the diary for along time. They obviously
know that. Because of their tests with the
PPM the past few years Ibelieve they are
in the lead," said Ed Shane, president of
Shane Media. "However, it's pretty clear
that Clear Channel and others would like
to see Arbitron's lead at least challenged."
Shane looks for The Media Audit and
Mediamark to proceed with rigorous
testing of their electronic radio rating
systems.
"The industry deserves empirical
data," Shane said. "Ithink we need to
mix our data gathering. I've always been
a fan of mixed methodologies to gain
understanding from even the most recalcitrant respondent."
Holland Cooke, president of Holland
Cooke Media, said, "It's hard to imagine
Arbitron's PPM not emerging as the
standard. They are much further down
the road."
Cooke also said he has more knowledge of the PPM than the competitors'
offerings because of various industry
briefings on the technology. "Arbitron
has been tweaking PPM with input from
consultants, stations programmers, the ad
community and other stakeholders. That
has alot of value."
But at least one radio consultant thinks
it is awide open race, thanks in part to
the refusal of Cox and Radio One to
encode their Houston stations for inclusion in Arbitron's PPM testing.
"I believe that, combined with
Arbitron's failure to guarantee current
clients a start at no rate increase, really
has opened the door for The Media Audit
and Mediamark. Plus, Ireally admire
Clear Channel for jumpstarting the
process," said Jaye Albright, partner with
Albright &
O'Malley
Country
Consulting/Radio IQ.
Albright said the various technologies
being touted makes it seem at times as if
there is no perfect system available.
"I believe the industry will have to
compare them all and agree on what
compromises are most effective for all
parties involved."
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Thorsteinson Replaces
Wensinger At Harris
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Contact Chuck Maines at Broadcast Depot to get your next quote,
and see what you've been missing!
Email: cmaines@7bd.com Iwww.7bd. com
Toll- Free, 877-90-BDNO
(
23669)i Fax ' 65-983-3817

MELBOURNE, Ha. Former Leitch Technology President Tim Thorsteinson
has taken the top job at Broadcast Communications Division at Harris.
He succeeds Jeremy Wensinger, who is being promoted after two years at
Harris Broadcast.
Thorsteinson has been president of the Leitch Technology business unit since
Harris acquired that company last October. He joined Leitch as president/CEO
in late 2003 and Harris credits him for leading afinancial turnaround and expansion there. Previously he was vice president of Grass Valley products for
Thomson Broadcast & Media Solutions.
Wensinger is taking a senior leadership position within the Harris
Government Communications Systems Division. He becomes group president of
Integrated Systems and Services, where he will have responsibility for several
business units: National Programs, Civil Programs, Homeland Security
Programs, Technical Services and Maritime Communications Systems.
The changes officially take effect July 1, but leadership transitions begin now.

Multicasting.
It's like trying to fit
well, you know.

Management has decided to multicast. Which seems like a
terrific idea — until you consider just how little bandwidth
each channel will get. How will the sound of your station(s)
survive these shrinking bitrates? Omnia can help.

New Omnia Multicast with SENSUSTm restores the fullness
and

depth

that

bit-reduction

steals.

Our

DSP

gurus

teamed up with the codec experts at Telos (the folks who
introduced broadcasters to MP3 and MPEG AAC). Together,
they developed aunique suite of tools to pre- condition audio
for HD Radio multicasting.

SENSUS technology enhances punch, preserves presence, and
reduces artifacts. Even heavily bit-reduced channels ( like
Omnia Multicast with SENSUS codec conditioning, Omnia
Bass Management system and distributed look-ahead
limiter significantly improves the sound of HD multicast
and other bit- reduced streams.

multicast) can be significantly improved by Omnia running
SENSUS. And like all Omnia processors, Omnia Multicast
delivers the smooth, clean, pure signature sound that grabs
your listeners and holds them hour after hour. No wonder the
top stations around the world choose Omnia over all other
processor brands.

Multicast like you mean it... with Omnia Multicast.
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A Telos Company

OmniaAudio.com

The"Omnia' and "SENSUS" names and their logotypes are trademarks of TLS Corp. HD Radio is a trademark of iBiguity Digital Corp.
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FMeXtra to Sweep
80 Stations
VALITIE, N.Y. Energy-Onix, which
represents FMeXtra from Digital Radio
Express, said the "Idea Bank" consortium
of broadcasters has selected the FMeXtra
digital subcarrier system as part of its digital radio strategy.
The Idea Bank consortium represents
nearly 500 radio stations and meets twice
ayear to discuss issues that impact the
future of radio. In April, the group said it
would convert 80 stations to FMeXtra this
year, according to Energy-Onix President

May 24, 2006

NEWSWATCH•
Bernard Wise.
WREC(FM) demo'ed FMeXtra over
the air with two digital channels of stereo
audio simultaneously with the primary
stereo analog channel and RDS.
Production receivers will be available
by the end of Q2.

added ajazz HD2 channel.
WGUC has been IBOC since 2003
with help from agrant from the Cinergy
Foundation.
NeuStar Plus and the Next Generation
NeuStar 4.0 debuted at NAB2006.

PRI Reorganizes

WGUC 'sHD2 Uses
Neural Audio
CINCINNATI WGUC(FM) has begun
multicasting its digital channel. It is using
a Neural Audio NeuStar Plus Digital
Codec Pre-Cond i
toner. WGUC recently

MINNEAPOLIS Public Radio International has shifted key management personnel under new President/CEO Alisa
Miller in areorganization the company says
will be complete in July. The public radio
program distributor says it wants to build
and strengthen cross-platform capacity.

The Word is Out - iMediaTouch is the fastest
growing Radio Automation System...

"Given the dramatic changes that are
taking place in the way people access and
consume content, it's more important than
ever that we stay ahead of the game," said
Miller, who promised "new direction and
focus."
Several staff appointments were announced: Cindy Shuman, formerly CFO of
PRI subsidiary Public Interactive, becomes
senior VP of PRI Distribution and Business
Development. Julia Mears, former director
of PRI Brand Strategies and Sponsor
Alliances, becomes VP of PRI Brand
Management and Marketing Strategy.
Melinda Ward is now senior vice president of PRI Content, the department that
supports the work of PRI producers.
Ward, Mears and Shuman assumed
their new responsibilities in April. Two
additional senior management positions
have been created, acontroller and an
executive vice president, and interviews
are in progress. The reorganization will be
complete in July.

BE Installs HD-R
In Paris

---exitarimb•go.s.».,

—

/ / /

...wondering why?
Broadcast Automation Software

With three new installations a week, iMediaTouch keeps

QUINCY, III. Broadcast Electronics has
installed an FM HD Radio system on an
independent station in Paris — the first
station operating an IBOC system 24/7 in
France, the supplier believes.
Towercast, in partnership with independent broadcast syndicate SIRTI and NR!
Group, began broadcasting an HD Radio
signal on 88.2 MHz in April using a BE
low-powered transmission system. In the
next phase of the trials, Towercast plans to
multicast two or more channels of programming.
The blend-to-analog feature of IBOC
appealed to Towercast, said aspokesman.
The Eureka- 147 system used elsewhere in
the country is all digital.
Towercast is asubsidiary of NRJ Group
and aprivately held French tower company. It holds atest license to broadcast HD
Radio from the French government; it also
holds atest license to broadcast IBOC on
93.9 MHz, and the group will begin broadcasting asingle channel of digital audio on
that frequency in May. It eventually will
add another program channel to test HD
Radio multicasting as well as any channel
spacing interference, according to BE.

beating out the competition.Why are we so hot?
HD- 2 Multicasting & PAD Data
4ee Instant website integration
Non- Stop Broadcasting
4,Group

Wide-Area solutions

-4, New On-Air Interface and more!

International Dept.
We looked at many different systems and kept getting
drawn back to OMTs iMediaTouch! Ispoke with
programmers and engineers that use IMediaTouch and
those that use other systems...NO iMediaTouch user
could come up with asystem downfall. That's a
powerful statement!
Chris Maestle - Director of Programming
Verstandig Broadcasting

Call our Toll Free Sales DeskToday 888-665-0501
Download a Free Demo Version
www.imediatouch.com

glat Inventing Radio Trends

Visit us online for more information - www.imediatouch.com

New for CEA
ARLINGTON, Va. The Consumer
Electronics Association launched an
international department and promoted
five executives. The new International
Department will try to expand relationships with associations and groups
abroad and seek partnerships with international trade shows.
The department will also coordinate
CEA international trade strategies and
oversee its operations in China, which
includes a partnership with the China
Electronic Chamber of Commerce to produce the China International Consumer
Electronics Show.
CEA staffer Elizabeth Hyman is now
vice president, international to direct the
department. Hyman previously served as
senior director and tax/trade counsel.

•

The remote from Mexico was a
spectacular success, in no small
part thanks to the flawless sound
which the Tieline G3 provided
over the public Internet
-Mike Rabey Chief Engineer
Entercom Indianapolis

Read the full story and get a FREE IP demo
www.tieline.com/ip

800-750-7950

Tielinein
www.tieline.com
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Avoid Huge FCC Tower Fines
by Henry A.
Solomon

A recent spate of FCC-imposed fines
for tower violations reminds us that it's a
good idea to go over tower rule basics.
Tower regulation is high on the agenda
of FCC Chairman Kevin Martin. Failing
to comply with tower regulations is risky
and, as many licensees will attest, can be
very expensive. They learn quickly that
"ignorance of the law" is no excuse.

This article offers practical guidance
to make sure your company knows the
most important "rules of the road" and
does not get into trouble with the FCC.
Though the FCC and Federal Aviation
Administration have overlapping jurisdiction over communication towers, the
commission takes the lead in handing out
fines and imposing other sanctions for
violations of its tower rules. Its jurisdiction, of course, extends to licensees and
pennittees.
But the agency enforces its rules
against tower owners as well. FCC field
office inspectors discover many tower
violations during surprise visits to antenna sites.
Towers as a menace
In some instances the FAA takes the
lead in responding to complaints by
pilots. Generally, however, it refers cases
to the FCC for enforcement action.
Why are fines, sometimes in the fiveand six-figure range, imposed? The tower
regulations of both agencies are designed
to eliminate hazards to air navigation.
Noncompliant towers are regarded as
menaces to air navigation. Owners of certain towers are required to register them
in order to warn pilots of potentially dangerous conditions such as malfunctioning
antenna obstruction lights. Likewise, reg-

40 Years as the
World Leaders
for Vacuum
Capac .

Henry Solomon
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quality fixed and variable vacuum capacitors for
broadcast applications.
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ulations at both agencies impose continuing obligations in the areas of maintenance, record- keeping, reporting and
painting and/or illumination.
The FCC's tower regulations take up
barely eight pages in Part 17 of the
Telecommunications portion of the Code
of Federal Regulations ( C.F.R.). Yet
many tower owners haven't taken the
time to familiarize themselves with the
rules or simply are negligent. Consequently the FCC continues to levy
hefty fines for infractions.
In enforcing its rules, the commission
rarely excuses violators, particularly

ne.

www.comet.ch

OMET

when it uncovers multiple infractions. If
the FCC determines that the same rule
was violated on several occasions, it
invariably finds that the violations were
"repeated," and may fine the tower owner
for each separate act or omission.
A finding of " willfulness" usually
accompanies a determination that an
infraction was repeated. The commission's forfeiture orders almost always
explain that willfulness is imputed to the
tower owner (and in some cases its tenants) even if the violator was unaware of
the infractions.
Tower registration is one of the most
often violated rules in Part 17. Towers
subject to registration are registered at
wireless.fcc.gov/antenna and owners are
responsible for registration. However, as
we shall see, in some cases tenants may
suffer inconvenience as aresult of their
landlords' failure to register.
In the past, after completing construction and placing a new tower in operation, the owner simply filled out anotice
of completion and sent it to the FCC
along with the FAA study number. The
law now requires that existing towers and
towers under construction be registered if
they are or will be higher than 60.96
meters ( 200 feet) above ground, or
require aspecial aeronautical study.
As a first step, the FAA issues a
Determination of No Hazard to Air
Navigation. Thereafter, affected towers
may be registered at the FCC.
Towers are exempt from the registration requirement if they are below 6.10
meters ( 20 feet), shielded by existing
structures of apermanent and substantial
character, or shielded by natural terrain
features of equal or greater height.

However, for structures proposed in congested areas, the exemption applies only
if the owner shows "beyond all reasonable doubt that the shielded tower would
not adversely affect safety in air navigation!' Once atower has been registered,
the FCC assigns it a unique number,
called an Antenna Structure Registration,
which must be posted at the base of the
tower.
'Frozen' applications
Beware: An FCC broadcast licensee or
permittee that is leasing space on atower
may be impacted if its landlord fails to
comply with the registration requirement.
For example, the applicant may find that
its application has been "frozen" by the
FCC's Media Bureau.
The freeze remains in effect until the
structure's owner informs the applicant of
the tower's ASR. Usually, the Media
Bureau does not dismiss these incomplete applications.
However, if the bureau's backlog
becomes too great, the FCC will start
returning applications seeking authority
to mount antennas on "phantom" towers. The Wireless Bureau is stricter: It
simply rejects applications that lack
ASR numbers.
Nor are the FAA and the FCC immune
from civil liability for their acts or omissions. Before Al Gore invented the
Internet and the FCC adopted its registration rule, the FAA and its predecessor
agencies regulated tower safety by no
hazard determinations and field inspections.
Unfortunately, those procedures were
not foolproof. In one case, an FAA sectional chart failed to pinpoint the location
of a 1,720- foot TV tower near a
Wisconsin airport. Tragically, two passengers in aprivate plane died when their
aircraft struck one of the "invisible" tower's guy wires.
A negligence suit was brought against
the United States government under the
Federal Tort Claims Act and both agencies were held liable by afederal judge.
On appeal to the Sixth Circuit, aunanimous court ruled that the FAA failed to
exercise due care in compiling its sectional chart.
Both the FAA and the FCC escaped
the lower court's liability findings.
Registration, no-hazard determinations
and field inspections should make map
defects athing of the past.
Nor does compliance with the tower
registration rule shield FCC licensees and
permittees who want to relocate antennas
or construct new towers. They may
encounter processing delays.
Thus, the commission can reject an
application if the tower — whether existing or proposed — is 304.80 meters
(1,000 feet) above ground. In those cases
an applicant must demonstrate that the
tower will be constructed in adesignated
antenna farm area, or submit an FAA
finding that the structure would not be a
menace to air navigation. The FCC can
waive the restriction for good cause, but
such waivers are rare.
With few exceptions, registered tower
must be painted and/or illuminated in
accordance with FAA standards; FCC
Part 17 cross-references the FAA's
"marking and painting" specifications. It
should come as no surprise that instances
of noncompliance with those specifications are among the most serious and
costly infractions of the FAA's and FCC's
regulations. The requirements are also
See TOWER, page 14
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We call it ProFiler. Our clients call it indispensable.
What would you do with acomputer-based audio logger? Telos ProFiler's MP3 audio logging features alone (expandable to capture up to 8streams one one PC) are enough to satisfy most folks, but ProFiler is loaded with other tools...
like askimmer that switches to ahigher bit-rate when the mic is open, export functions that help you assemble greatsounding airchecks and composites quickly, and remote access via IP. But — as you can see —
ProFiler helps them do even more.

our clients tell us that

Now, it's your turn. Tell us how you'd use asoftware logging package this powerful and you could win your very own
copy. First, discover all of ProFiler's capabilities by browsing www.telos-systems.com/ProFiler/. Then, tell us what
problem ProFiler could solve for your station; e-mail your ideas to ProFiler@telos-systems.com by March 31, 2005. If
yours is the coolest, we'll send you afree ProFiler* (
plus, we'll use your idea in one of our upcoming advertisements).
Telos ProFiler. How will you use it?
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Tower
Continued from page 12

incorporated in the broadcast rules
(C.F.R. Part 73).
Big, whopping fines
Speaking of fines, in addition to
marking and lighting, tower owners are
responsible for maintaining their structures so that they are conspicuous — in
other words, visible to pilots. In one
case, the FCC fined a radio station in
New Mexico $ 10,000, which was later
reduced to $8,000, for failing to paint its
tower's cables. That fine is in line with
penalties for similar airspace violations.
Consider, however, the FCC's 1996
forfeiture notice against Centel Cellular
of North Carolina. The commission proposed a then- unprecedented fine of $ 3
million, $ 1million for each of three violations of the tower safety rules: failure
to notify the FAA prior to construction;
failure to obtain ano-hazard determination; and failure to install required lighting of the tower.
After reviewing Centel's plea for mitigation, the commission exercised its
discretion by reducing the fine to $2
million.
Earlier, in 1989, Centel Cellular
Company of Virginia entered into a
Consent Decree with the FCC after the
commission found that Centel's viola-

tions of the marking and lighting rules,
which require notification to the FAA
relating to an obstruction lighting failure, almost caused a helicopter to collide with Centel's cellular tower.
Consent Decrees are rare because
they enable a rule violator to escape
monetary liability. In the CentelVirginia case, the violator promised

May 24, 2006

them while they are standing. Additionally, the FCC can order atower to be
dismantled if the FAA determines there is
a "reasonable possibility" that the structure poses amenace to air navigation.
Another rule in Part 17 charges parties acquiring registered towers to notify
the FCC of ownership changes. In one
case, the commission issued aNotice of

Tenants and other lessees of tower spacc
can be fined for their landlord's noncompliance
with the painting and/or illumination rule.

future compliance with the tower rules
and agreed to conduct anationwide tower safety campaign.
Keep in mind that a shared liability
provision in the Communications Act
takes aim at tower tenants as well as
owners. Tenants and other lessees of
tower space can be fined for their landlord's noncompliance with the painting
and/or illumination rule. While indemnification or "hold harmless" provisions in
tower leases may protect tenants from
so-called secondary liability, they cannot insulate them against FCC forfeitures where the tower owner has been
delinquent.
Owners of registered but unoccupied
towers must continue to mark and light

"Accountability
is indispensable to us

when putting up anew tower. That's why we deal
exclusively with Sabre for our broadcast towers.
Their people have been in the industry for years,
and have abroad-based knowledge on all types
of towers. Their construction department handles
turnkey projects with ease, eliminating the need to
hire subcontractors and worry about who is taking
responsibility. We choose Sabre because we like

Apparent Liability to American Tower
Corporation, citing 36 violations of the
antenna structure rules and other safety
provisions.
It turned out that ATC failed to notify
the commission that it acquired 24
structures. The FCC took note of the
multiple violations and proposed a
$212,000 fine.
In another case, the commission fined
anew owner arelatively modest $3,000
for not immediately notifying it of a
change of ownership information on the
ASR. The FCC's notification rule also
requires tower owners to give written
notice when construction of atower has
been completed, where atower has been
dismantled or where there is any change
in structure height.
Tower owners are required to monitor
their structures and keep records. They
must monitor lights daily or install automatic alarm systems.
When a top beacon or other tower
light is extinguished or malfunctions
and the condition lasts for more than 30
minutes, the owner must report the condition to the FAA or the nearest Flight
Service Station. The FAA promptly
issues a Notice to Airman ( NOTAM),
which remains in effect for 15 days.
The notice advises aircraft that aternNEWS

porary light outage exists on astructure
at a specific location. After the first
notice has expired, the owner is responsible for updating the notice at 15-day
intervals until the malfunction has been
corrected. At that time the owner again
notifies the FAA to confirm that normal
operations have resumed.
Additionally, tower owners are
charged with maintaining a detailed
record of any observed or otherwise
known extinguishment or improper
functioning of structure lights. An owner that fails to report light outages can
count on a five- figure fine like the
$13,000 amount imposed last year for a
tower at Knik, Alaska. That tower, in the
middle of nowhere, had been inspected
by the FCC's Anchorage Resident
Agent's Office.
FAA, FCC notification
This April, the FCC fined aGary, Ind.,
AM station $ 16,000 for noncompliance
with the tower registration requirement,
failure to notify the FAA of a known
antenna structure light outage and failure
to exhibit the required red obstruction
lighting. The forfeiture amount was
reduced to $4,000 based on the station's
demonstrated inability to pay.
Given the adoption of TIA/EIA 222G new wind loading standards for tower
construction and alteration (
Radio
World, Jan. 18, 2006, p. /), the need to
strengthen towers to accommodate highpowered digital antennas and the FCC's
explicit responsibilities under the
National Historic Preservation Act, tower owners and broadcasters have a full
plate.
However, familiarity with the FCC's
and FAA's tower regulations should not
take a back seat to these new requirements. Consider strict compliance with
the tower rules alow-cost form of insurance against being hit with five- and sixfigure FCC fines.
The author is an attorney in the
Washington office of Garvey Schubert
Barer
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News Roundup
CUMULUS MEDIA INC. hopes to close this month on its $1.2 billion acquisition
of the radio business of Susquehanna Pfaltzgraff. Cumulus Media, the secondlargest radio company based on station count, will own or operate 345 radio stations
in 67 U.S. media markets once the deal closes.

the people. the product and the pricing."

Leonard Stevens
President
Tower Economics

JAPAN'S SATELLITE DIGITAL multimedia broadcasting service, Mobile
Broadcasting Corp., is carrying the Internet stream of New York Times-owned
WQXR(FM) in New York. Marketed in Japan as MobaHO!, the stream carries the
classical music programming of WQXR as well as some commercials and customized programming elements. WQXR is one of two classical music channels in
the MobaHO! lineup and the only station imported from outside Japan, the companies said.
THE RAB is conducting anew ad campaign to promote radio to advertisers and
agencies. The RAB also created acompanion Web site.
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ViTEC Group Communications Ltd. was fined $ 14,000 by the FCC for reportedly
marketing unauthorized radio frequency devices. They were offered under the trade
name Clear-Com Communication Systems. The complaint stated indicated that Vitec
advertised an unapproved digital wireless intercom system called the "CellCom
Digital Wireless Intercom" including marketing it at last year's NAB show.

—
SCommunications
abre
Corporation "

800-369-6690 • www.sabrecom.com
e- mall. broadcast@sabrecom.com
2101 Murray Street •

PO Box 658 •

Sioux City, IA 51102

BIRD DEFENDERS were rejected by the FCC in their claim that construction of
Gulf Coast communication towers violates environmental laws. The case dated to
2002. The groups asked the FCC to require tower owners to prepare environmental
assessments for about 5,800 existing towers and to require an Environmental Impact
Statement evaluating the effects of all antenna structure registrations along the Gulf
Coast, among other steps. The commission rejected the arguments in this case for
various reasons while noting that many of the same issues are being considered in a
separate FCC rulemaking proceeding still underway.

"We were building brand-new studios.
Why use the same old tech?"
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"With Axia, setting up new routing
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"Axia addressed all these concerns.

— Rudy Agus, Chief Engineer, Hi- Favor Broadcasting
Los Angeles, California
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IBOC Naysayers Fear Change
Educator Says It's Time for Radio
To Leave the Warm Glow of the 12AV6
by Edward Montgomery
After reading letters to the editor and
excerpts of publicly-filed comments from
individuals opposed to the switch to
IBOC, Ed Montgomery, an electronics
and communications teacher for 34
years, prepared this opinion which he
says refers " to another time when a
broadcast signal was changed to provide better service even though it introduced what was considered a 'penalty."
Human beings generally cling to the
status quo. When something new comes
along, trepidation often results.
When Thomas Edison developed
electricity, the gaslight companies proclaimed the dangers of the new form of
energy. "Get a horse!" was the cry for
many at the turn of the 19th to the 20th
centuries, when the automobile came on
the scene.
My father would never buy acar with
a radio or an automatic transmission.
His standard response to the latter was,
"The transmissions break."
He was afirm believer that car radios
didn't work outside a specific area. We
lived in northern New Jersey. He

believed that if you got to Greenwood
Lake, which borders New York, the
radio would cease to operate. This was
empirical evidence he acquired from
using acompany car with aradio.
What he never understood was that
WAAT(AM) — now WWDJ — was a
five-kilowatter that couldn't send a signal that distance. It was the only station
to which he listened.
Radio purists
But alot of people like that act out of
ignorance. Others use intentional deception to protect their products. The company with the slogan "the most trusted
name in electronics" did all it could to
suppress the development of FM broadcasting.
And among those who were there,
who can forget Hollywood executives in
the early 1950s writing off television,
saying the average person would never
exchange a giant theater screen for a
small flickering box in their homes?
That battle created two classes of performers, writers, producers and directors: The elite Hollywood professionals,
and the "underlings" in television, mostly based in New York City.

INTRODUCING
The FIRST
Analog itt HD Digital
FM Translators
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We live in an age of another group of
purists who seem to believe that /rue
radio broadcasting should consist of
Heising Modulation at the transmitter
and five-tube superheterodyne receivers.
These electronic Luddites fear any
change to radio while EMI noise, iPods,
Webcasting, satellite radio and those
custom mix music CDs take more of the
listening audience away each day.
Diversity of program distribution is
taking listeners from the traditional
broadcaster. Listeners are leaving and
they are not likely to return, and this is
affecting FM as well as AM.
It's time to leave the warm glow of
the 12AV6.
Listening habits have changed over
the years. Two- income families have
pretty much eliminated the DJ format
with family- oriented humor between
every song integrating their banter into
the commercial clusters. Talk radio has
gathered the political and sports demographics and the narrow rotation of
some forms of music.
With just a few conglomerates owning most of the stations, the formats are
very similar. A decade ago more nighttime radio stations were added to the old
clear channel frequencies, adding more
noise, limiting their effectiveness at
great distances.
The primary service is the area that
needs signal free from most noise with a
good- fidelity stereo signal, at a minimum. The IBOC system can deliver
that. Yes, it does inject noise in the firstadjacent sidebands in that primary zone;

Ed Montgomery
to be reduced to accommodate them.
With FM stereo, sum and difference
channels of equal loudness were transmitted, severely reducing the main channel deviation. The result was the "stereo
penalty," adding noise, often resulting in
moving transmitters to better locations
and increasing power. Even that didn't
always do the job, especially for the
Class A stations.
The low receiver sensitivity of that
era contributed to a reduced coverage
area. The difference then was that there
were far fewer FM listeners then than
there are AM listeners today. Iknow of
no complaints surrounding the addition
of the stereo signal. Most say it saved
the band.
There is another way to solve the digital broadcasting dilemma: Follow the
path Armstrong did — developing an

;
who seem to believe that true radio
broadcasting should consist of Heising
Modulation at the transmitter and five-tube
super heterodyne receivers.

The TRX-HD Series
from
4
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Ma TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

Manufacturer of Solid State and Single Tube FM Transmitters
to 35 KW, Digital and Analog STL Systems, AM Transmitters,
FM Antennas and Passive RF Equipment

All of your listeners can
now hear your analog and
HD Radio® Programming!

but few people have aneed to listen to a entirely new form of broadcasting, prostation atime zone away anymore.
moting it himself, fending off those who
Sixty years ago Iwould not have
wanted him to fail. He gathered asigniffavored this change. But back then, livicant number of listeners along The
ing in a more rural America, we had
Yankee Network.
broad-banded AM receivers and a need
The battle with RCA was too much,
to hear Fred Allen, Eddie Cantor or the
costing his life; but his wife prevailed.
There were no conglomerate owners
latest news from the war. That's no
longer the case.
back then, and a little more interest by
The best way to describe what is haplocal broadcasters to experiment.
pening is that the radio signals will
Few have the willingness to do that
change. Within the limits of keeping
today.
most of the analog signal, it is a small
Montgomery is laboratory director
price to pay to reduce noise, improve for video technology and communicafidelity and add more services.
tions at the Thomas Jefferson High
School for Science and Technology in
'Stereo penalty'
Fairfax, Va.
This is not the first time radio signals
RW welcomes other points of view.
have changed.
cables & connectors
When Edwin Armstrong developed
racks
wide-band FM he established 100 pertools
cent modulation as afrequency deviation
problem solvers
of +1- 75 kHz producing the best signal•
test gear
to-noise ratio. When subcarriers were
& much more
added, the main channel modulation had
www.systemsstore.com
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Visit our web site at www.armstrongtx.com
email us sales@armstrongtx.com or call 315-673-1269
HD Radio - is a registered trade mark of ! Bloody Digital Corporation
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Technology can save you money.
Consider: computers, VolP phone systems and
bandwidth cost less and deliver more every year.
Wouldn't it be great if broadcast gear did, too?
Thanks to Axia, it can.
Axia saves you money by using open Ethernet
technology to replace expensive proprietary
mainframe routers. Not only is Ethernet less
expensive, it's simpler and more reliable —
perfect for critical 24/7 operations. The Axia
IP-Audio solution eliminates sound cards, DAs,
punch blocks and cumbersome cables, so it
reduces installation and maintenance costs.
And now, Axia has acool new moduàr control
surface: Element. Scalable from four to forty
faders, you can build the ideal surface for every
studio. Element's abundant outputs and flexible
architecture can be switched between stereo
and surround mixing. Its info- rich user display,
built-in router control, and integrated phone

HD Multicast, HD Surround, conventional stereo — Element
handles them all. Upgrade your studios with confidence;
you're ready for anything.

element

and codec support simplify the most complex
shows. You'll never outgrow it.
Like all Axia products, Element does more and
costs about half what others try to charge for
their "
Trust us, this is better than Ethernet, would
we lie to you?" stuff.
Element. Worth its weight in... well, you know.
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www.AxiaAudio.com
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Simple Methods
For Securing Signs
by John Bisset
Scott Todd of Salem's Twin Cities
KKMS(AM) in Eagan, Minn., offers a
tip that can save your department some
money.
When Scott replaces florescent
lamps, he writes the installation date on
one of the end caps. When he discovers
apremature lamp failure, he gets afree
replacement from his supplier.
Recently, he had a U-bend bulb fail
30 months into a 36- month warrantee.
Now that he's upgrading to Triten 50
full-spectrum lamps, it'll be even more
critical, as they're more expensive.
This is just another way to show management that you are saving the station
money. It only takes afew seconds to jot
the date on the end cap. Thanks, Scott,
for another demonstration that engineers
aren't always spending money.
Scott Todd can be reached at
stodd@kkms.com.
* * *
Speaking of florescent tubes, Paul
Shulins, market engineer for Greater
Media's Boston cluster, showed me a
neat find to protect those florescent

JENNINGS
TECHNOLOGY

Tuning Stations
World- Wide
Committed to superior
technical support
4
, Best available
product delivery
(408) 282-0363
sales@jenningstech.corn
wvvw.jenningstech.corn

lamp tubes.
Fig. 1is aclear plastic sleeve that has
been slipped over the tube prior to
installation. As you can see from the
brightness of the photo, the clear plastic
tube does not affect lighting, but serves
to protect you — and the surroundings
— should the tube break.
The sleeve offers some protection
against dings, but its main purpose is to
contain the broken glass and dust
should the bulb break. An inexpensive
safety device, these sleeves are avail
able from any electrical supplier.
Reach Paul at pshulins@greatermediaboston.corn.

Fig. 1: A dear plastic sleeve protects florescent bulbs.

* * *
When he's not sending us tips, Scott
Todd utilizes the resources of the
Radio-Tech listsery of Dave Biondi's BNet to get engineering feedback. A
recent query is acase in point.
Scott asked the brain trust what's the
most secure way to fasten ametal sign to
achain link fence? He realizes nothing is
foolproof but is searching for something
a bit tougher than plastic tie wraps to
keep souvenir hunters from walking off
with his new RF warning signs.

Fig. 2: Heavy wire, in addition to securing signs, can be used
as coax tie-downs on towers.
And the suggestions poured in. Mark
Ness said go to the fence department at
Lowes and pick up some of their fence
ties. These are 1/8-inch diameter aluminum wires, used to secure fencing
material to the support posts. You can
twist them pretty tight with side cutters.
The best thing is that these ties will not
rust. Mark Ness can be reached at
marknessathome@adelphia.net.
Bobby Gray suggests cutting two
pieces of plywood to the exact size of
the sign. Paint both pieces. Drill 4holes
through both pieces of wood and the
sign at the same time. Mount the sign
and one piece of wood to the front of
fence, and the second piece to the back
of the fence (making achain-link sandwich) using threaded bolts, nuts and
washers. After tightening, mangle the
threads below the nut. They'll have to
take the whole fence to get the
sign off.
Bobby's been doing this for years,

and his signs are right where they
belong. Bobby Gray can be reached at
bobbygray@espn1080.com.
Dave Fortenberry at KTKZ(AM/FM)
has never had a theft problem, but
writes that he uses # 14 gauge insulated
black house wire for his ties. The wire
can double as coax tie-downs on towers,
too, and there's no sun- rot problem.
Dave can be reached at dave@ktkz.com.
Fig. 2 shows insulated black house
wire doubling as coax tie-down on towers. However, watch how you support
coaxial line with this wire. Fig. 3shows
how strong coax tie-down wire can be,
to the point that the transmission line
has made anasty bend!
Mike McCarthy uses # 11 or #9gauge
tie wire, which is as tough as the fence
mesh itself. Mike adds: Good luck
twisting; this is heavy-duty wire! The
tie wire is available at hardware or farm
supply houses. Mike can be reached at
See WORKBENCH, page 19
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Workbench
Continued from page 18

mre@ais.net.
If you use the tie wire, mount the
sign behind the chain link fence. It
makes retrieving the sign abit more difficult for the souvenir hunter, should
they clip the fastening wire.
And then there was a comment from
Steve Shaffer of Minds Eye Information
Service in Belleville, Ill. Steve writes that
when he was stationed in Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, they had no theft issues; their
towers were in amine field!
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RFS Has Color-Coded Cell-Tape
Here's aproduct from the world of cell carriers that might find use in
other applications.
Radio Frequency Systems has an alternative to traditional butyl rubber
sealant tapes. Its Cell-Tape weather sealant and marking -sape is made of
clean, self-adhesive silicone that fuses to produce UV-protected air- and
water-tight bonds. The company touts it for its "easy-on/easy-off" messfree application.
"With six color options for easy tower-top cable identification, Cell-Tape
can elongate by 300 percent, stretching tight budgets as well as delivering
tight protection."
The color range allows identification of RF, power and control cables at
the tower top, the company said. It can withstand temperatures from —60 to
500 degrees Fahrenheit, and is appropriate for applications up to 12,000
Volts.
For information call the company in Connecticut at (203) 630-3311 or
visit www.rfsworld.com.

Ms.

Fig. 3: Use caution when flexing
coaxial cable.
Probably something every one of us
has dreamed about when we encounter
vandalism at our sites.
Steve can be reached at skshaffer@charter.net.
For more information on Radio-Tech
and Broadcast Net, go to www.broadcast.net.
* * *
This is the time of year for outdoor
measurements; however, not every station has the budget to own test instrumentation.
Whether it's impedance, field intensity
or NRSC compliance measurements you
have planned, Mike Phelps at SCMS
sends areminder that the company has an
assortment of this test equipment for
weekly, bi-weekly, and monthly rental.
Here's a link to their rental gear: www.
scmsinc.com/SCMSrental.htm.
I'll add my own 2 cents here: Use
caution when renting test equipment.
Not all rental companies are as ethical
as SCMS. Some will keep your deposit
for months after the equipment is
returned, or rent broken or out-of-calibration equipment, and try to charge
you for the repairs when it's returned!
This is not the case with SCMS, but do
rent from an established and reputable
company.
Mike Phelps can be reached at
mikep@scmsinc.corn.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for
more than 30 years. He is the northeast
regional sales manager for Broadcast
Electronics. Reach him at (571) 2179386, or jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed
submissions can be sent to (603) 4724944. Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit. e

25 kW

50 kW

AM transmisson just right for YOUR station.
4MX 50 MAIN MENU
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15" XGA Graphical User Interface

The new 25 kW 4MX 25, like the award-winning 4MX 50,
is designed to meet the demands of both analog and digital
transmission. Based on BE's patent- pending 4M Modulation they both boast unparalleled 8:3% typical efficiency
into asmall footprint with aprice to match. Power amplifiers,
each with their own power supply, can be removed and
replaced while the transmitter remains on :he air. Dual,
low-voltage power supplies allow full operation with no loss of

power or service even if one goes off line. Power levels down to 250 W meet all your power
level needs, day and night.

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606
Telephone: (217) 224-9600 • Fax: (217) 224-9607 • E-Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com
Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered traderr arks and 4MX and
4M Modulation are trademarks of Broadcast Electronics Inc
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A Vacuum-Filled Brain
course, you could hear the difference.
For 10 grand you'd better hear adifference!
The problem with this is that avacuum
has, by definition, adielectric constant of
I. And air, which is mostly nitrogen, has
adielectric constant of 1.0167, darn close
to 1.
So we broadcasters are missing the
boat here. Obviously, we need to show up
at CES with some nitrogen-filled speaker
cables. Ineed abig tank in my home theater. Or how about adry air compressor
on your speaker cables? And we do that
all the time.

If you ever have achance to go to that
show, don't miss it. Makes NAB look
like aclambake! Last year 146,000 people were at the show. And you see the
weirdest stuff.

by Steve Lampen
Past articles in the Wired for Sound
Series are online at www.rwonline.com.
In the March 29 issue we talked abit
about those high-end "home theater"
stores, with their speaker cables that are
$10 per foot. Of course, those are "entrylevel" speaker cables, for beginners
whose ears are not tuned (or is it "burned
in" — Ican never remember).
The ultimate for me was some speaker
cables Isaw at the Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas acouple of years ago.

Pump it up and out
These speaker cables were, Ikid you
not, vacuum-filled speaker cables. They
were $ 10,000 apair and were big hoses,
with all the air pumped out. There were
valves at each end, but don't turn them. If
you did, air would rush in and air, as we
know, is not as good adielectric as avacuum. Vacuum is the ultimate. So, of
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Hey, you want low resistance. How
about hard line as speaker cable? Ican
just see the mounting hardware in my living room. Of course, Iwould have to
start looking for another wife, but the
sound would be amazing, right? No?
Because, as you well know, this is all
marketing, not science.
This is the problem Ihave when Igo to
CES. Italk engineering, they talk marketing. It's like being in aforeign country.
And the real problem is that these
exhibitors truly believe that they, too, are
speaking engineeringese, because they
have taken a grain of truth, such as
dielectric constant, and taken it to absurdity. You can do that with any cable specification, resistance, capacitance, inductance, impedance, return loss, skin effect.
Measuring stuff
Oh, yes, all of these are real things.
But many of them don't even matter at
audio frequencies. It's like worrying
about the aerodynamics of your golf cart.
And they think because it can be measured, well, then it makes adifference.
But you broadcast engineers measure
stuff all the time. And you know before
you do what is and isn't important, what
does and does not make adifference.
How can we communicate this to our
friends in the consumer electronics
world?
Iremember back in 1964 (
which dates
me) acompany that made test gear, NLS,
Non-Linear Systems, decided to bring
out an FM receiver. This was apiece of
home equipment built like aprofessional
piece of gear. It was truly amazing. It was
easy to open up. There was a motherboard with modules that plugged in,
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were — Ikid you not
— vacuum-filled
speaker cables. They
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cost $ 10,000 a pair.

Applications
•STL links over IP networks
•Distribution of live or shared programming
•Multicasting
•Remote broadcasting over IP networks
•Automatic fallback to ISDN

Communication Interface
•10/100 Base- T interface
•ISDN U or SIT
•X21

Coding algorithms
•Standard and Enhanced apt-XTM, G711, G722
•MPEG1/2 LAYER II, MPEG1/2 LAYER III
•MPEG 2/4 AAC LC, MPEG4 AAC LD ( Low Delay)
•PCM Linear Uncompressed Audio Over IP
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which was unheard of at the time. You
could hot-swap all the cards. When you
took out the stereo decoder board, the
receiver simply went to mono. And it had
nixie tube digital readouts on the front
panels showing the station you were tuning to, signal strength, everything.
Nobody had ever seen anything like it.
So what happened? It was the biggest
flop in the hi-fi world that year. Sure it
was expensive. You could drop the thing
and it would just keep on working. But it
looked like test gear, not some spaceship,
and nobody was interested.
So sadly, if we tried the same thing
today, if Tektronix or Agilent brought out
aDVD player or power amp, it would be
acompete dud in the consumer world.
The reason? No pseudo-science, no marketing. They would be relying on something unheard of in the consumer world:
the truth!
Iwill now get off my soapbox until
next time.
Steve Lampen's book " The AudioVideo Cable Installer's Pocket Guide" is
published by McGraw-Hill. He can be
reached at shlampen@aol.com.

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
R55E-12 shown
with optional
modules

Hurry!
Sale Ends
May 31st!!

Right Now, Get a
FREE Phone Module
with the purchase of

FEATURES:
•
Two VU meter pairs (program and switched);
8-channel R55E one VU pair - switchable
•Built-In cue speaker, timer and Talkback
•
Two stereo program busses, two mono busses
•Low Profile Countertop installation
•Rackmount Power Supply
•Built-In Cue Speaker With Amplifier and External
Cue Une Output
•Flip-up meterbridge and A/B Inputs
R55E
R55E-12
R55E-1812
R55E-18

8-channel modular console
12-channel modular console
18/12 modular console
18/18 modular console

Modules/Accessories:
SPN55E
Phone input module
SS55E
2nd studio monitor module
LS55E
6-position stereo line selector
SL55E
Spare stereo lime input module
TR55ESS
Tape remote, full-function
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(a $657 Value)!!

List
List
List
List
List

$657.00
$ 547.00
$ 342.00
$ 578.00
$ 276.00

Right now, get agreat low sale price on athe R-55e Audioarts console!!
The totally modular R-55e has illuminated LED switches and aflip-up
meterbridge that provides direct access to I/O connectors and dipswitches. It
features alow-profile countertop design, with optoisolated logic control and
built-in machine interface. The 8-channel R55e has 4mic preamps, 8stereo
line input modules, control room/studio monitor module, output module,
acue speaker and an installation kit with crimp tool/manual.The R55E-12
has 12 stereo line modules and adigital timer.The R55E-1812 and R55E-18
models add adigital clock/timer, and have 12 or 18 stereo line modules
standard. All consoles can be purchased with prewire kits (sold separately) in
pigtail or wired to 66M punchblock. Call for prices.
Right now, order your new Audioarts console by May 31st, 2006 and get a
FREE SPN55E phone module from BSWI A $657 Value!! Call today.
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BSW Special Offer Expires May 31st! Get Your Quote In Today.

Designed for optimum comfort, and with aclosed-ear design to
eliminate unwanted sound, these new headsets deliver crystalline
sound quality. The flexible arm swivels through a270-degree arc,
and mutes the dynamic microphone automatically as you move
it up. Choose sealed-ear (
HSD171) or completely-around-the-ear
(HSD271) design. For specs, go to www.bswusa.com.
Also available in condenser mic models at the same prices.
0349m

List $ 549.00

$ 399ce

LowestPrice

from $349!

Broadcast Tools
Digital Monitor Switcher
The Digital Monitor Switcher Ill is designed to accept and switch
two AES signal sources. It's the digital answer to an analog silence
sensor/switcher. Switching to backup source can be triggered by
loss of clock, digital error flags, external switch contact or internal
analog silence sensor. Rugged and reliable from Broadcast Tools.
List $499.00

LowestPrice

only $429!

Rackmount shelf
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8434

HHb
MDP500
Portable
MiniDisc
Recorder

List $479.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

RA -1

HSD271

AKG Professional
Broadcast Dynamic Headsets

HSD171
HSD271

OMNIA6EX
List $ 12,519.00
OMNIA6EXIHDFM List $ 13,586.00

Accessories:

Finally.., powerful, easy-to-run HD monitoring! The
GoldenEagle HDFM or HDAM monitors in real time
the quality and continuity cf several analog and HD „
programs. Offering innovative functions such as a
spectrum analyzer, audio streaming and recording,
automatic scanning as well as remote control
capabilities, the GoldenEagle is able to monitor up
to ten radio stations simultanously. Alarms can be
sent via email, SNMP, voice message, or can trigger arelay. A pros pro product.
Call and talk to your BSW sales representative today about the right system.
Many options available including the cool touchpad display shown on the photo.

The Alternative
to Inferior
Headsets

Want even more advanced features for HD radio? The new Omnia6-EXiHDFM features integral HD Radio Diversity Delay that helps
digital broadcasters eliminate analog connections to the HD exciter,
ensuring independent analog and digital program streams.

DMSIII

Audemat-Aztec GoldenEagle

fill\HSD171

For large -market stations, the Omnia-6EX provides FM broadcasters
with parallel processing paths individually optimized for
conventional FM audio and digital transmission chains - especially
bit -reduced codecs used with HD Radio/DAB service and satellite
systems. The Omnia -6EX adds enhanced processing and fine-tuning
controls, with aunique parallel processing structure that routes
audio from the mixer section to output stages for both conventional
FM and DAB. The DAB section has amulti-band Look-Ahead final
limiter with user-selectable frequency response all the way up to the
full audio bandwidth of 20 kHz.

Audioarts R-55e Series Modular Consoles

List $4,890.00
List $6,420.00
List $ 7,135.00
List $ 10,190.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
R

Audioarts R-55e

Omnia - Top FM Processor for HD Radio

Broadcast Tools Channel Controller
Here's asimple solution for flexible mic channel and monitor
control. The CC5 mutes five different mic channels when connected
to 1/4« TRS channel insert jacks (or between external mic pres and
the mixer), with individual mute button control, and it also acts as a
monitor switcher. Order online and get free shipping!!
(CS

HHb's rugged Portadisc MDP500
MiniDisc recorder delivers reliable, highquality digital MD recording on the go. Its long
list of pro features include: balanced XLR midline inputs, phantom
power/limiting/ganging, USB interface for file transfer, RCA line
outputs and headphone jack, Coax and optical S/PDIF input/
output, memory buffer for glitch-free recording, and a6-second
pre-record function so you won't miss the start of the interview.
MDP500 List $ 1,712.50

LowestPrice

only $1,499!

Broadcast Tech Tip # 120

Get rid of pesky P-Popping while off the air! Strap on BSW's new
P-Pop-Be-Gone and you can have that same pop-less sound that
all the top jocks have - while talking in person! Your friends and
co-workers stay dry too as your p-popping is athing of the past!

List $439.00

LowestPrice

only $359!

Introducing the
2006 Neumann U47,
er, um, we mean TLM 49!
We don't start these rumors - we just
spread 'em. But we think that there may be
some truth to this one... For starters, we
understand that those who have heard it
keep thinking they are listening to awarm,
smooth, creamy-yet-crisp U47. Then,
there's the way it looks. Neumann doesn't
acknowledge the U47 comparisons,
but says that it has aTube Emulation
circuit that gives it this special sound.
Whatever they are doing, they seem to be
doing it right. Grab afew of these and open
up your own Abbey Road. Comes with the
cool shockmount pictured!
TLM49

List $ 1,699.99

LowestPrice

only $1A9999 !

Lowest Prices on everything at: www.bswusa.com
Same Day Shipping

Knowledgeable Staff

35W stocks ahi ge warehouse of products. fwe have it in stock, well ship it the
same day Just order by 7:00 PM Eastern Time.

Ow 52'es vofeasvanals, have real-vier ,in itriaa(et acrd euera egwerx:e to
offer expert helo wth paw equipment %rouse Rw_e5:.ei

Free Shipping on Most Web orders over $189

MC5t web orders Oel

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn

5189 get f
PEE ground servo delivery to the contiguous 48 stateL
Excludes heavy or oversized iterm.

for the bet pures on all of ear gear rot cv or the wet,at tàwv4 bsssusa
corn or elm!' us, for aquote at Laiixestf",ce:risifiti,a

1-800-426-8434
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

ENERGY- ONIX
113110ADCAST EQUIPMENT CO., I

1 Paul Swedenberg, left, and Nancy Gordon of HAVE listen as
Bernard Wise of Energy-Onix explains the Digital Radio Express
FMeXtra system. The Idea Bank consortium of broadcasters recently
decided to put the digital subcarrier technology on 80 stations.

A NAB presented
its Distinguished
Service Award to
Dan Rather, Tom
Brokaw and the
late Peter Jennings.
Rather, left, thanks
NAB Joint Board
Chair Bruce Reese
and President/
CEO David Rehr.

1 Several
exhibitors showed
off the new $ 49
iPod Radio
Remote, which
combines a wired
remote control
with FM radio
capabilities. The
unit displays RDS
station and song
information on the
iPod screen.
Christophe Poulain
of Audemat-Aztec
demonstrates.
A pause to
refresh in the
dMarc/Google
booth. Google
recently acquired
dMarc Broadcasting in a deal valued at S102 million cash plus
additional contingency payments.
Russ Ketchum,
Jennifer Sinay
and Scott Silverman work out of
the Google office
in Irvine, Calif.

A Jason Barnes of Beasley Broadcasting, left,
discusses HD Radio in the KSTJ(FM) truck with
Michelle Mazzara of BMI.

More
photos
on page
36

Product Showcase
Model DAI-2 Dialup Audio Interface
• perform unattended remote broadcasts
• DTMF operated controller with relay outputs
• fully programmable output on any key press
• momentary and/or maintained relay outputs
• four logic inputs with programmable output
• balanced audio input and output with ALC

46

Sine Systems ,

615.228.3500
more infirmm
- om www.sunesystems.com

'ea
V Away from the show, radio goes on in Las Vegas. On Tuesday
morning, veteran talk host Tru Hawkins mans the board at
KDWN(AM)'s studios in the Plaza Hotel downtown.

WorldNet Oslo is the perfect solution for
5.1 contributon and distribution applications,
transporting high quality content over an
El, Ti or IP link.

UR

THE STROREËST LINK
Introducing WorldNet Oslo from APT. Now you can have up to
eight full bandwidth audo channels with low delay,
cascade- resilient, Enhanced aptXTM coding on asingle Ti line.
Each WorldNet Oslo gives you achoice of Encoder. Decoder
and Duplex Audio Modules, AC and DC redundant power supplies, aflexible auxiliary data system and automatic backup.
WorldNet Oslo supports 16, 20 or 24- bit Enhanced aptXTM
audio, delivering lossless audio quality with under 2ms delay.

VVoridNet Oslo comes complete with an easy to use IP-based
Management System so you can set up, confgure and monitor
your installation across town or across the globe. To see just
how useful this user interface can be, download ademonstration version from www.aptx.com.
Contact us to find out what WorldNet Oslo can do for your air
chain or request a demo.

Features & Benefits
Highly intuitive
user-friendly interface
with VU meters and programmable fault monitoring, all via IP

•Multiple Channel Audio Codec
•Designed for your STL and
Studio-to- Studio Links
•Redundant Power Supplies
•Modular Architecture
•Audio over El, Ti or Ethernet
•Up to 4audio channels per audio card
•Up to 6 audio cards per chassis
•Analog and AES/EBU audio interfaces
•Enhanced

aptXTM

AUDIO
T

Audio Processing Technology Ltd
Tel + z4 28 9037 1110
Fax:
i
z4 28 9037 1137

Audio Processing Technology North America
Toll- free. 800-955-APTX
Fax:
732-796-0304

E

C

coding

PROCESSING ,
H

N

O

L

O

G

Audio Processing Technology,Japan
Tel: +81 (0) 3 5771 1191
Fax: +31 (0) 3 5771 1192

Email: info@aptx.com
Web: www.aptx.com
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Manual Is Disaster Recovery Template
A Look at the Local Radio Station Model Disaster
Recovery Plan & Incident Response Manual
by John M. Lyons

Broadcast; Joe Hernandez, NBC; Charlie
Fagan, CBS; Ben Brinitzer, Clear
Channel Radio; and Andy Scott of the
National Cable & Telecommunications
Association, who was the Toolkit
Working Group vice chair.
Without Scott's extra effort, Ross
added, "We would not have these documents today."
Adrick, vice president of broadcast
technology of Harris, is amember of the
Toolkit Committee. He said, "The cooperative effort of the Toolkit Group and
the fact that it consisted of agood representation of all segments of the broadcasting business made assembly of this

It came more than four years since 9/11
— and three months after last summer's
hurricanes — but aformal disaster recovery manual for radio stations is available.
While many of us have prepared such
manuals in our minds, this one is in print
and ready for you to adapt for your station.
The " Local Radio Station Model
Disaster Recovery Plan & Incident
Response Manual" was developed by the
Toolkit Working Group for the Media
Security and Reliability Council.
Information on how to download the
manual accompanies this article.
Its introduction states: "Disaster recovery planning is a practical approach to
contingency and risk management
designed to reduce the consequences
associated with an extended disruption of
essential services. The scope of this document is to provide guidelines to develop
a short term Disaster Recovery Plan
(DRP) and Incident Response Manual ...
for use as atool by your organization for
the timely resumption of essential services in emergency situations.
"Long-term Disaster Recovery plans,
and business recovery issues, while
important, are beyond the scope of this
document."
The authors add that the manual is
generic, designed to serve as atemplate.
Bob Ross, senior vice president of
CBS East Coast Operations, chaired the
Toolkit Working Group Chair. He said,
"We searched all over the Internet and in
books and found no documents that related to abroadcast entity, so one had to be
developed."
A lengthy list of broadcasters and people from related industries took part.
Ross thanked several in particular for
their work, including Sara Allen of Ciara
Enterprises; Jay Adrick of Harris

other recognized credentials in order to carry out recovery procedures and
gain access to essential facilities and equipment during times of
emergencies Members of the Incident Response Team are listed in Table
6

Contact

IResponsibilities

Home:

Media:
Employee.
A list of active employees is available in Table 7 All personnel
should carry a photo ID
Table 7: Employee contact information

In the event that an emergency situation requires coordination with
the local Radio Newspaper Television and other media contacts are
listed in Table 9
Table 9: Media contact information

The manual walks you through the creation of a Key Contacts list including your own Incident Response Team.

-

With the ONLY 1,700+ page catalog of
the NEWEST information 4 times a
year, and daily updates to over 630,000

mouser.com ( 800) 346 6873

Table 8: Corporate contact information

Cell:

Ire

abzirer..

nanoseconds!

A list of key corporate contacts is listed in Table 8

Office:

etr.

products on-line, you can depend on
Mouser for easy ordering in

Corporate:

Table 8: Incident response team

e

r. •

A how to'
After afirst quick pass through the 56page manual, Ithought, "Okay, another
'how to' book makes the scene." The
manual starts you thinking about whether
or not you have such aplan in place for
your facility.
The systematic approach by the
authors, their use of specific chapter topics,
the tables and templates give a step-by-

All members of the Incident Response Team should carry a photo ID or

Easy Ordering in Nanoseconds

OPIRM

manual possible."
He added that the members of the
Toolkit Group " are veterans of many
years in the field and have had experiences in various disaster recovery situations including 9/11, the Oklahoma City
bombing, Hurricane Katrina, etc. and this
helped in the creation of adocument that
works in the real world."

lion could be going off in different directions with the results catastrophic.
The manual states: "As you formulate
your disaster recovery plans you should
ask yourself what you would do in the
event your facility and all of the day-today operational resources you use were
no longer available."
Food for thought? You bet. What are
your vulnerabilities? Have you really given them your full attention? Where do
you operate from, if your primary studio
or transmitter is knocked out? Do you
have abackup studio site, or aPackup
transmitter site?
Ihave seen stations place their main and
backup facilities in the same building, with
their main and backup antennas on the
same tower. What kind of protection does
this afford you? That answer is obvious.
The manual walks you though the
assessment process complete with afourpage checklist that can be adapted for

MOUSER

ELECTRONICS
a th company

NEW Products
NEW Technologies
NEW Suppliers

The NEWEST Semiconductors IPassives IInterconnects IPower IElectromechanical ITest, Tools .1
.1. Supplies
Mouse , end Mouser Electronics we regisleried trademarks of Mouser Eksctrortirs. Inc. Other products
he rrardeinartis ai their renpectree owners.

09w. and conisireno nooses inenuunerl herein rimy

step guide that you can use immediately
to prepare your station/facility should any
or all of it becomes non-functional for
whatever reason, whether natural, manmade or civil disorder.
The reference sources that are identified, and the suggested reading and other
resources section, cite agood many books
and Web sites to get you even more information from government agencies, the
business community and other sources.
The authors start you off on the first
page, showing where you can update the
status of your own document as it goes
through the changes from a work in
progress to aworkable disaster recovery
plan.
From its introduction through Appendix
E, the manual shows you how to develop
your own disaster recovery plan using this
manual as your step-by-step guide.

any unique requirements particular to
your facility.
Outlined are various test scenarios and
how to schedule a "Disaster Recovery
Plan Test." These tests are not only for
the human component of your facility but
for the equipment as well. If you never
test your emergency generator or backup
facility, will it be there when needed? Do
your personnel know how to evacuate the
facility and regroup at the assigned meeting place?
Planned testing at regular intervals is a
necessity. The manual has information on
Scope and Type of Plan Testing, Site
Specific Exercises and Scheduling.
You are instructed on how to monitor
the tests and how to assess them, charting
aPlan Testing History. The manual has a
large section on Vulnerability Assessment Guidelines. Use this as aguideline
and add your facility specific items to it.
Prompting answers
A section on Emergency Procedures
The following questions are addressed:
covers job responsibilities for the
What is "disaster recovery planning" and
Incident Response Team and well as
why is it important? What are the objecmanagement and staff.
tives? What are your requirements? How
"Declaring an Emergency" and the
do you define the terms relative to disas"Personnel Authorized to Declare an
ter recovery and incident response?
Emergency" are covered next, from
By standardizing on these items, everyInitial Assessment through Evacuation
one in your organization can be on the
Procedures. Internal and external comsame page and your plan can be successmunications during an emergency are
ful; otherwise, everyone in your organizaSee DISASTER, page 26

816HD/816R

Continental Electronics and Naute

10kw to 70kw FM/HD

ALL THE BUZZ AT
NAB 2006
Peter Conlon, President of Nautel
Limited and John Uvodich,
President of Continental Electronics
Corporation, have formed
astrategic alliance
between the two
companies to address
the broadcasters need
for acomplete range
of HD Radio digital
systems solutions. Continental can now
offer solid state Nautel equipment in the USA and Nautel
can now offer Continental high-power tube equipment
in Canada. This gives broadcasters single-point access to
Nautel's rich expertise in solid state and digital adaptive
pre-correction FM exciter designs in conjunction with Continental's

cost effective high-power tube technology employing innovative linearization
techniques. Together, the companies are able offer acomplete range of products at
any power level that provides superior digital performance comfortably conforming to
spectral compliance requirements under real world conditions of varying load,
temperature or power.
"Continental Electronics Corporation is excited to enter
into this strategic product alliance with Nautel.
The two companies bring together unique
synergies that are unparalleled within the
broadcast industry, benefiting the end user,"
said John Uvodich, President and CEO of
Continental Electronics.
"Both Continental and Nautel have impeccable
reputations and long-standing relationships with
major clients around the world." stated Peter
Conlon, President and CEO of Nautel. " Iam
confident that this exciting relationship will
bring significant benefits to those clients, as well
as to new customers, and will continue to serve
Nautel's growth in business and market presence."
For further
information, contact:

Coanemigi & Mailed

nauto

www.contelec.com

www.nautel.com

214-381-7161

207-947-8200
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Disaster

Surround

Continued from page 24

Continued from page 1

discussed in detail as well as the Incident
Command Center and its Primary and
Secondary locations.

Church calls surround broadcasting a
pending "cultural shift." But lack of
receivers that can decode MPEG
Surround is an obstacle, said several
engineers on the show floor asked to
comment. Some also mentioned MPEG's
use of 5 kilobits of data per second in
steering information for its technology,
bits that stations might prefer to use for
data services or possibly another channel
on their IBOC signal. But they also gave
MPEG credit for reducing that number

Photo CWAB

He noted the availability of audio on
DVD surround media and likened it to
earlier industry transitions — from AM
to FM, from mono to stereo and from 45s
to LPs.
WZLX will hold off on promoting 5.1
surround on the air until there are compatible MPEG Surround receivers in the
market, said Church and Foti, who said
MPEG has developed areference design
for receiver makers.

Steve Church of Telos Systems, left, announces the WZLX surround format as
Harald Popp of Fraunhofer and Paul Donovan of CBS look on.
from 16 to 5kbps.
More stations are interested in adapting studios and music formats to surround sound, according to Foti, who said
classic rock and classical formats currently have the most music recorded in
5.1 surround. Telos/Omnia is helping

Attendees could hear a preview of WZLX in MPEG 5.1 surround sound
in a BMW at the Telos/Omnia booth.

«see

N.
,-

WZLX convert its record library to surround, and Fraunhofer is providing the
MPEG Surround encoder.
Paul Donovan, CBS Radio director of
engineering Northeast, said the 5.1 surround sound would create "additional
thrill and excitement for our audience."
At the Telos/Omnia booth at NAB2006,
attendees could hear apreview of what
WZLX would sound like in acar and
home theater setting. BMW provided two
vehicles for the demo, one in the
Telos/Omnia booth and the other in the
5.1 Surround Sound Pavilion, where several surround sound technologies were
demonstrated.
Telos/Omnia has been championing
the MPEG Surround sound system in the
United States. Fraunhofer, Coding
Technologies, Philips and Agere Systems
cooperated on the development of MPEG
Surround technology.
MPEG Surround is one of four technologies being studied by the National
Radio Systems Committee for compatibility with HD Radio. The others are Dolby
Pro Logic II, SRS Labs' Circle Surround
and Neural Audio's Neural Surround.
Those companies say their systems are
practical because receivers in the market
already use their technology..
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35 Years of Precision Timing
Broadcasters have counted on ESE precision master clocks and timing- related
products for over 35 years. ESE products accurately synchronize broadcast
operations using a choice of GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for
affordable, reliable, perfect time.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Tel: ( 310) 322-2136

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a brilliant display of

Fax: ( 310) 322-8127

timing systems that are designed for easy installation, set-up and operation.

www.ese-web.com
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Whom to call
Key Contacts play an important role
during an emergency and for the recovery
afterwards. Your local Incident Response
Team may consist of your general manager and key department heads, but your
contacts should include a chart of all
active employees, so you can quickly get
in contact with them to check their whereabouts and condition after an incident.
The list also should include corporate
contacts, media contacts, your suppliers and
vendors as well as medical and emergency
teams such as police, fire, EMS and facility
maintenance personnel. The manual shows
an example of how to chart these people
and alisting of their responsibilities.
Appendix D gives in-depth attention to
your Emergency Evacuation Plan, covering the gamut from purpose and objectives through safety monitors, alerting
occupants, evacuation procedures for
facility occupants and disabled occupants
to accountability procedures for emergency evacuation.
Recovery strategies are discussed as
well as training and communications; and
the manual concludes with a small section on site-specific information, where
you can add items unique to your facility
such as your floor plan, evacuation
routes, designated meeting areas, exits
and fire alarm boxes.
Cooperation between stations and
among station groups, local television
and cable companies should be included
in your recovery strategy.
The appendices are loaded with templates that you can use to develop your
site-specific plans. Finally, the bibliography has awealth of locations where you
can get additional information.
This manual is amodel that could and
should be used as atemplate to develop
and implement your own Disaster
Recovery Plan and Incident Manual. The
authors are to be congratulated on its
thoroughness.
John M. Lyons, CPBE, NCE, is assistant vice president/director of broadcast
communications for The Durst Organization. The company is the owner/operator of the 4 Times Square Tower facility,
which houses 10 FM radio and six TV
stations in primary and backup modes. It
is the first building to have complete
First Responder incident communications coverage. Lyons said the balance
of the portfolio 'sFirst Responder system
will be online by the third quarter of this
year. e

The "Local Radio Station Model
Disaster Recovery Plan & Incident
Response Manual" was developed by
the Toolkit Working Group for the
Media Security and Reliability
Council. Download the PDF for free at
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_publidattachmatch/DOC-262742A4.pdf
Check out the Media Security and
Reliability Council's Web site
www.mediasecurity.org for additional
plans and recommendations.

Ready for Digital.
Ready for Anything.

Virtuoso V5
15KW Njital, 4kW Hybrid, 5.5 kW Analog Transmitter

More Versatilïty

More Service- Friendly

•Digital adaptive pre-correction

•Hot-pluggable RF modules

•Integrated Exgine

•Hot-pluggable PS modules

•Programmable pre-selections

•Dual digital exciters

for frequency, power and
audio source
•Frequency agile: b1+1

•Compact, light weight rack
(23"W x72.5"H x34.5"D) is
ideal for tight spaces

•Better than 62% overall
efficiency
• AC Voltage: 185-250VAC,
Single and Three Phase

FL) Radio
Pure Digital Clear Radia

More Robust
•Redundant ventilation fans
•Dual IPA
•Dual IPA power supply
•Dual low voltage power supply
Phone (
207) 947.8200

Fax: (
207) 947.3693

H.D. Radio satrademark of iBiquity Digital Corp. All rights reserved.

info@nautel.com www.nautel.com
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SBE Sets Strategic Planning Session
by Barry Thomas
Barry Thomas, CPBE, CBISIT is SBE
treasurer and Strategic Planning
Committee Chair.
The broadcasting industry has seen a
huge number of changes during the last
20 years. Many of those changes are
based in technology and, therefore,
affect broadcast engineers.
Broadcast engineering has had to both
learn about the technology and then educate industry about it. Technology has
vastly shifted the way we all do business.

The Society of Broadcast Engineers
was formed to support and promote broadcast engineering and has helped build the
careers of thousands of engineers working
today. The Society has dedicated itself to
offering tools and resources to promote
broadcast engineers and provide the
means to measure their skills.
SBE has also become a significant
voice for technical issues to the FCC and
the industry at large. The Society has
built education and training programs to
help engineers build their skills and teach
the next generation of broadcast technical
professionals.

With the massive changes not only in
technology but also to the industry landscape, SBE is positioned to represent and
support broadcast engineers as no other
organization can.
Questions first
Looking forward, the Society must evaluate how to continue its mission and
reflect the massive changes we all face.
One way SBE communicates to its
membership is through our dedicated
chapter liaison members, assigned to
local chapters. Information gathered by
chapter liaisons is disbursed during the

HD RADIO'?
I'M GOING WITH
MOSELEY.
My challenge is to make the right SIL
choice for today, as well as for tomorrow.
With Moseley, it's no problem.
Check out their Starlink SL9003Q2SLAN, the first SIL to provide AES digital
audio and Ethernet data over the traditional
950 MHz band.
Or add a bi-directional Ethernet LAN
extension and serial
data link to a new
or existing SIL with
the license-free 900
MHz Laid's* 900D.
For T1. lines or
license-free 5.8 GHz
links, the Starilnk
SL9003T1 STL/TSL
transports bi-directional AES digital audio, Ethernet LAN
extension, remote control, and telephones.
Your best connection to the future is
asmart SIL choice today. Take it from
me, Moseley will insure that your station
is ready for HD Radion' and the new digital
services of tomorrow.
Give the digital SIL experts at Moseley
acall for more details.

Moseley
Dave Chancey

805 968 9621

Bill Gould

978 373 6303

www.moseleysb.com

regular meets of the SBE Board of
Directors or Executive Committee.
Decisions are made during those meetings to steer the organization, but they are
a part of ahuge workload that includes
the operating business of the Society.
Sometimes the Society must step back
and take amore fundamental approach to
the question and meet specifically to discuss the future and plot the course of the
Society. SBE occasionally schedules dedicated strategic planning meetings to do
this. The most recent was held three
years ago and resulted in significant
improvements in member communication
and services.

Sometimes the
Society must step
back and take a
more fundamental
approach to the
question and meet
specifically to discuss
the future.

These meetings are critical in guiding
the Society and improving member services and focusing the energy of the
organization toward specific goals.
The Executive Committee of the
Society of Broadcast Engineers has
approved aplan to schedule a strategic
planning meeting July 8 in Kansas City,
Mo. The following day, the SBE
Executive Committee will meet and can
act immediately on information gleaned
from the strategic planning.
A trained facilitator will lead the session and will be instrumental in offering
unbiased guidance for the discussions
and help the attendees recognize and
articulate the Society's needs and build
consensus on the best ways to chart
SBE's course.
SBE is soliciting and welcomes input
and participation from the entire membership to get the greatest number and
quality of perspectives. SBE has invited
representatives of each chapter to attend

May 24, 2006

is urged to attend and actively participate in the discussions.
The results of such ameeting should
be questions, suggestions and recommendations that apply to the chapter as
well as the national organization that can
be brought to the summer strategic planning meeting. If arepresentative from
the chapter cannot attend, SBE urges
engineers to make those results and
opinions known to its SBE local chapter
liaison or any SBE Board member.
Chapter liaison assignments can be
found on the SBE Web site at

RE
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Name: Leslie Paula Stimson
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Title: News Editor ,Washington Bureau Chief
Experience: 26 years of industry experience. including
more articles on IBOC DAB than any journalist in the
world. Former reporter for radio stations, VOA. Maryland
News Network, MPR. McGraw-Hill. NAB's Radio Week.
NAB Daily News and Radio Business Report.
Speaker/Panel Moderator. Consumer Electronics Associa ion Federal Communications
Bar Association and regional equipment shows

WWW.sbe.org/Bni_Chap_Liaisons.php.

For more information on the strategic
planning meeting, please visit the SBE
Web site at www.sbe.org.
How would you answer the questions
listed above? Comment on this or any
story to radioworld@imaspub.com.

Heroes: My husband, and my late parents Catherine and Burt Stimson

RacliJ

W*rlds pages are home to the finest writers and columnists in the industry.
Like Leslie Stimson. Just one more reason we're the newspaper for radio managers and engineers.

and encourages even non-members to
support these representatives with
insights and recommendations to bring to
the meeting.
Some questions SBE expects to
address:
•What are SBE's most important/least
important functions?
•What services should the SBE provide? What services should the SBE
discontinue?
•What role does/should SBE play in
the broadcast industry?
•What can SBE do to increase the value of membership and certification?
•What is the skill set of the current
broadcast engineer?
•What skills are needed but are lacking?
•What will the future broadcast engineer be like? What will the future
broadcast engineer need to know?
•What can SBE do to increase awareness and interest in broadcast engineering?
•What can SBE do to attract more
participation from members at the
local and national levels?
•How can the SBE National Office
better support and work with local
chapters?
These questions are asample of many
expected for the meeting, but is by no
means acomprehensive list. Before the
meeting, the Strategic Planning Committee, National Board of Directors and
Executive Committee will refine the
questions to the most important issues
and use the strategic planning meeting
to gain answers and even recommend
action steps.
A portion of the Executive Committee meeting the following day will be
dedicated to addressing the most obvious
results of the strategic planning session
and assigning committee activities to further the goals set forward in the meeting.
A complete, written report will be prepared by the facilitator and will be presented to the SBE Board at the fall
National Meeting in Verona, N.Y. The
full SBE Board of Directors will turn
those results into actions.
The SBE National Office is encouraging every local SBE chapter to dedicate a
meeting or initiate amembership discussion regarding the industry's future and
SBE's role in it. Any broadcast engineer

wherever, whenever.

Across atown or across acontinent. Full-time, temporary, or transportable. To reach faraway affiliates,
connect distant stations, cover hard-to-reach areas. We cover the U.S., Mexico, and the Caribbean with
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Certification Committee, said changes
may be coming to the exam for the
Certified Broadcast Networking
Technologist classification. "The exam
will remain a way to demonstrate an
entry-level computer networking skill
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by Tom Vernon

The radio broadcasting infrastructure
rapidly is transforming itself into an IT
enterprise. IP audio is gaining momentum for studio operations and remote
broadcasts. TCP/IP has become the lingua franca for studio and transmitter
interconnects. New distribution channels
for content such as podcasting and
mobile media are developing at arapid
pace.
Broadcast engineers face an enormous challenge keeping up with the
changes in IT technology. We talked
with several industry experts in search
of success strategies for education and
certification, and identified some
sources of tech knowledge.
Jim Garnier, chair of the National
Certification Committee of the SBE,
said the organization does not recommend study strategies, but the society
does offer alist of SBE-certified schools
offering technical training in broadcast
engineering or related topics. The programs have been reviewed and certified
by the SBE National Certification
Committee.
Terry Baun, an independent contractor and member of the SBE's
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Online resources are rich. MIT's entire course catalog
is available. Many course Web sites include lab
exercises, readings, exams and lecture notes.
At left: Georgia Tech College of Computing
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set, but it may be revised to reflect
changes in technology."
Baun said questions on topics such as
coaxial networks, for example, could be

V.11M1*../

é
replaced by more relevant subjects such
as subnetting, IP addressing and backup
systems.
E-smart
IP audio may push broadcasters to

develop new skills.
Kirk Harnack, U.S. director of sales
for Telos/Omnia/Axia, says engineers
learn by doing and working with the latest technologies. But, he said, awould-be
See IT SKILLS, page 31

Back to School, Without the Tuition

Now they have it.

Radio% UJatrftJ
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Published six times ayear. this deep tech version of Radio World is pure
technology, with articles written by engineers for engineers and edited by a
veteran radio broadcast engineer . White Papers. in-depth engineering session coverage, technical op-ed and analysis articles— if its important to
radio engineers. you'll find it in Radio World Engineering Extra
Sign up now for your FREE subscription at:
http://www.rwonline.corn/eng-extra
Even if you are a Radio World subscriber. you must sign up to receive RW-EE.

Mid-career professionals often don't
have the luxury of going back to school
to pick up an advanced degree. That
doesn't mean they can't access graduate-level courses in IT, electronics or
communications.
Some large universities are putting
their course materials, including syllabi,
lecture notes, reading lists and exams,
on the Internet. While these are not part
of adistance education or degree program, awealth of valuable information
is free for the download.
Here are the Web sites of three top
universities and a sampling of the
courses available.
MIT OpenCourseWare
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
ocw.mit.edu
Through its OpenCourseWare initiative, MIT says it is committed to placing its entire undergraduate and graduate catalog of courses online.
From the Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science Department:
-6.002 Circuits and Electronics
-6.101 Introductory Analog
Electronics Laboratory
-6.111 Introductory Digital Systems
Laboratory
-6.170 Laboratory in Software
Engineering
-6.930 Management in Engineering
And from the Media Arts and
Sciences department:
-MAS 863 How to Make (Almost)
Anything

School of Information
Management Systems
Univ. of California, Berkeley
www.sims.berkeley.edu
Information science, the school says,
is becoming an important topic in
understanding how different media
work on the Web and wireless environments. Some course materials must be
accessed by searching faculty Web
pages. Samples:
-SIMS 250 Computer-Based
Communications Systems and
Networks
-SIMS 247 Information
Visualization and Presentation
-SIMS 290 Effective Project
Management
-INFOSYS 290 Mixing and
Remixing Information
College of Computing
Georgia Tech
www-static.cc.gatech.edu
Georgia Tech says it has one of the
largest computer science programs in
the country. Samples:
-CS6725 Information Security
Strategies and Policies
-CS7260 Internet Architecture and
Protocols
-CS4255 Principles of Network
Management
-CS4235 Introduction to Information
Security
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IT Skills
Continued from page 30
student needs to take further steps.
"Most important is demonstrating
basic IT skills by passing the SBE's
CBNT certification exam. An additional
step would be to get A+ Certification,
which is more generic in ' scope than
CBNT."
He says engineers must be self-directed learners. Worthwhile reads, he said,
include the book "A+ Certification for
Dummies" and his company's white
paper "Introduction to Livewire," available on the download section of www.axiaaudio.com.
An important skill for those doing IP
audio installations is how to separate networks physically, yet still allow them to
talk to one another. Doing so requires
knowledge of subnets, LANS and
VLANS, topics worth additional study.

involved. Success in both content production and engineering may involve
acquiring skills outside the traditional
IT box.
For engineers, an understanding of
mobile operating systems such as
Symbian, J2ME, Windows Mobile and
Palm OS would be useful, as well as a
knowledge of WAP, the Wireless
Applications Protocol and SMS, the
Short Message Service.
Mobile applications development is
evolving faster than textbooks can be
written. One way to obtain in-depth
information is by spending time on the
carriers' developer Web pages, such as
www.sprint.comlbusiness/developer_program.html.
Flash- enabled mobile devices are
becoming more common in the United
States. Engineers looking to expand their

skill sets may wish to learn how to develop interactive media and promotional
materials in FlashLite, the mobile version of the application.
Users seeking to come up to speed
with Flash or to receive training on
Adobe/Macromedia's other Web development products such as Dreamweaver
or Cold Fusion can take a number of
courses from authorized training centers
nationwide. Certification exams are also
given on Flash and some other applications. See www.macromedia.com/support/training.
Some companies present classroom
instruction on their products, enabling
users to come up to speed quickly. For
instance, Digidesign offers a certification program and a series of classes on
its popular audio editing program Pro
Tools. Information is available at

www.digidesign.com:
Broadcast engineering is becoming a
profession in which continuous education is necessary to stay in the game.
Given the diversity of media technologies and job descriptions, no one education path works for all. An engineer
must take the initiative in developing
and following through on a personal
learning strategy.
A treasure trove of knowledge is out
there, but you may have to do some
detective work to find all the pieces and
stitch them into acohesive plan.
Tell us about your recommended education resources. Write to radioworld@
imaspub.com.
Tom Vernon is afrequent contributor
to Radio World. He wrote about the
spread of datacasting services in the Feb.
1issue.
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An important skill
for IP audio
installations is how
to separate two
networks physically,
yet still have them
talk to one another.
Doing so requires a
knowledge of
subnets, LANS and
VLANS.

A wealth of webinars, lectures and other educational materials on technical topics is available at www.techonline.com.
Areas include RF basics, broadband wireless access and data networking hardware.
Course materials are free, although users
must register with Techonline. Because the
materials largely are sponsored by component manufacturers and equipment vendors, users can expect occasional commercials and promotions.
Some universities are putting computer
and IT course materials online (see sidebar).
Mathematics is the cornerstone of electronics and computer science. For many
engineers, closing knowledge gaps or getting refresher material in math is necessary
before tackling advanced topics.
ALEKS is afull-time automated math
tutor on the Web, which includes explanations, practice and feedback. Topics range
from basic math to algebra, trigonometry
and pre-calculus. The cost is $ 17.95 per
month for unlimited use. More information is available at www.aleks.com.

In times of
change....

With all the news and hoopla over dMarc
lately, the news striking home was no
doubt our strong commitment to leadership in station automation technology.
Not only is that commitment as strong as
ever, but it's growing ever stronger.

Our commitment
stands firm.

dMarc spends more money on R&D perfecting
our industry- leading digital automation systems
than do all the other automation companies
combined. For our client stations, that means true
peace of mind knowing that not only do you have
the best digital solutions in the industry, but the
inside track to even better technology in the
future.
The best digital systems.
The best broadcasting solutions.
The best service
ALL FROM DMARC. STILL.

1-888-438-7268
www.dMarc.net

Keep it moving
Mobile media is developing at ablistering pace, and some radio groups are
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Digital Media's Global Warming
The Frequency of Disruptive Events in Media
Seems to Be Increasing. Anomaly or Trend?
by Skip Pizzi
Hardly a week passes lately without
some emerging digital media business
announcing that it will take the marketplace by storm.
New services proliferate at afrightening pace, but like the wind, these are
often nothing more than the same hot air
being blown in adifferent direction. A lot
of what passes for progress in the digital

Think back to the 1990s, when the
flat- rate local service that telcos had
worked hard to provide — based on an
assumption that most local calls would be
of short duration — was leveraged by
consumers for very cost-effective dial-up
Internet access. All the statistical models
the telcos had used to predict their
switching center requirements and profit
margins were blown out of the water by
so many customers making unmetered

Everyone talks about telecom reform,
but no one seems to do much about it.
media world doesn't really offer consumers any new services, but simply
changes which entity provides them —
and for how much.
In this respect, telephone companies
have been the Gulf Coast poster children
of digital media, suffering one storm's
landfall after another recently.

local calls to their ISPs and staying
online all day.
So the telcos patched their roofs and
opened some ISP storefronts themselves,
which worked well for a season or two.
Then they got some government assistance and moved to the long-distance
enterprise zone, where they could sell

metered service again.
But just when the telcos thought they
had adequately shored up the levees,
along came Hurricane VoIP and they
were back under water even deeper than
before.
Now the telcos are asking the Feds to
declare another state of emergency in
their area so they can try IPTV. Will they
get the help they need in time? And will
the next storm season treat them any
more gently?
Meanwhile, the same winds have
blown more favorably onto cable TV's
shores, where the old TV retransmission
paradigm was enhanced by access to
exclusive content, more efficient digital
delivery and PPVNOD/DVR, alternative
telephone service, HD channels and highspeed Internet access. Now this so-called
"triple play" (TV/voice/data) has brought
sunny skies to the land of coax — but
will clouds eventually darken the horizon
there, too? Will arevitalized telco industry steal back some business from cable?
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The Big Picture

by Skip Plzzl
course, but terrestrial radio could harden
its targets with increased local content
and reduced commercial loads in the
meantime.
Internet radio and other emerging
online media platforms are developing
depressions on the map that bear watching, but these are items that broadcast
radio can do something about by launching their own competitive services in the
space. A little investment in tropical
cloud-seeding today may pay strong divi-

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
Take it from the newspaper. Please.
Graduation Salutes are easy to sell. Newspapers sell thousands
of dollars' worth every year - in most cases right out from under
Radio's nose! EXCEPT in those markets where stations are using
our Salute to the Class of2006! These : 30-second (: 22/:08) graduation salutes bring in piles of radio dollars! Want some? Please
visit our website (gracebroadcast.com), download free demos, and
start selling packages today! You'll thank us for the suggestion.
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And what of satellite TV? Will it continue to stay above it all, or will it experience its own rain fade from the IPTV
squall?
As with any economic development, a
lot will depend on what happens in DC.
So far, everyone talks about telecom
reform there, but no one seems to do
much about it.
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Your local forecast
The broadcast industry has not been
immune from heavy weather, either.
Commercial television is riding out
Typhoon TiVo, which is challenging the
broadcast business model of time-based
viewing and the interstitial advertisement. TV broadcasters will have to build
new shelters that provide reliable revenue
streams impervious from the time (and
place) shifting that the new digital climate has brought to their latitudes.
Radio has its own challenges, of
course, mostly from new competition.
The satellite radio gale continues to build
offshore, but will it reach Category 5?
And will satellite radio's subscriptionbased, national- service model keep it
from ever making adirect hit on terrestrial radio's coastline, such that even with
increasing intensity it won't inflict serious damage? Those upper-level steering
currents are hard to accurately predict, of

dends later. The handheld and mobile
phone device market seems to be heading
over the warmest water right now, so
broadcasters should keep close track on
its path. It could turn into areal tempest,
or it might just blow over. It could also
spawn some tornados that inflict heavy
damage in limited areas while leaving
other zones untouched.
Well, I've probably pushed this
metaphor far further than good taste or
proper meteorological practice would
allow, so you have my apologies. Let's
leave it at this: In a media world where
disruption seems to have become the
norm, terrestrial radio looks like it might
prove to be apretty safe harbor after all.
But I'd still keep plenty of duct tape and
plywood on hand.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World. His "Big Picture" columns
are archived at www.rwonline.com.
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Write to RW
Send e-mail to radioworld@
imaspub.com with "Letter to the
Editor" in the subject field; fax to
(703) 820-3245; or mail to Reader's
Forum, Radio World, P.O. Box
1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.
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Bloomington's
by Ken R.
In May 1925 the stock market was
rising to unheard-of heights. You could
buy a Ford Runabout for $ 265 on the
weekly purchase plan ( demountable
rims and starter $85 extra)_
And 1925 was the year Lee Stremlau
launched WJBC(AM) from Hummer's
Furniture Store in LaSalle, Ill. The call
letters stood for "Where Jazz Becomes
Classic."
Nine years later, during the depths of
the Depression, the enterprise moved to
Bloomington and became that market's
first radio station. WJBC was only on
the air afew hours aday at first, but it
featured eight daily newscasts, weather
twice a day and Western Union time at
the top of each hour.
In 2005. WJBC won the NAB
Marconi Radio "Small Market Station of
the Year" award, not just for its 81-year
history, but for what it is doing today.
Sometimes more is more
Station Manager Janae Jontry said a
focus on localism differentiates WJBC
from most of the competition. Part of a
five-station cluster owned by Regent
Communications, WJBC is the only AM
of the group and has five full-time news
people and an agribusiness director.
"We use our AM news product on our
FM stations with the ` WJBC newsroom
brand, — said Jontry. "National and local
news stories are updated frequently on
our Web site, and we offer sports and
other program highlights as podcasts."
Webmaster Matt Swaney recently relaunched www.wjbc.com, which is
designed to mirror the station in local
content. The site archives many highschool play-by-play games broadcast
over the station's secondary Internet
stream, www.wjbc2.com.
"On a busy sports night we can air

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt speaks in Bloomington in 1936 while
campaigning with First Lady Eleanor, and WJBC was there.
one game on WJBC and one on our second stream," said Jontry. " We also
stream city council meetings."
The station's online business model is
still a work in progress, but one strictly
Web-based revenue source is the Central
Illinois Wedding Planner, adirectory for
wedding service providers. WJBC also
markets broadcasts of local sporting
events on CD through the Web site. A
plastic surgeon has an "Ask the Doctor"
feature online that he sponsors.
Late morning host/program director
R.C. McBride is the driving force
behind the Web site.
"My general manager, Red Pitcher, is
very supportive of new technology," said
McBride. " Radio has to embrace it.
Instead of just running news at the top
of the hour, we have to figure out how
people want to use our product and tailor it to them."
McBride is "hands-on" with respect
to repurposing programming for the
Internet.
See WJBC, page 34

Man in the street interview, Biasi's
Drug Store, 1936

After winning the Marconi in 2005. Front, from left: Jayme Monacelli, R C.
McBride, Red Pitcher, Janae Jontry, Beth Whisman. Back: Colleen Reynolds,
Steve Brienen, Eric Stock, Todd Wineburner, Scott Laughlin, Jim Williams,
Greg Halbleib, Carrie Muehfing, Steve Fast
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TV trying to cover so many counties, it
can't justify breaking into programming
if just one or two counties have an emergency. We get on the air immediately if
we need to, and people can take a
portable radio down into their basements
during tomado warnings. You can't do
that with aTV."

WJBC
Continued from page 33

"It's up to each host and producer to
come up with ahighlight every day, usually an interview," he said. " Using
WebReady software from a company
called Wireready, it is a three- minute
process to get our content updated
online. The same company offers another package called PodcastReady."
In the Midwest, weather conditions
can change quickly. McBride and his
Webmaster have set up asystem whereby listeners can get instant alerts sent to
their mobile phone, pager or e-mail
account.
"Radio can do amuch better job than
TV with severe weather," he said. "With

Ratings, revenue and retention
WJBC has ratings any station would
envy. In the fall 2005 Arbitron 12+ category, WJBC had a 15.9 share in the
morning. Country- formatted WBWN
(FM) had a 14.8 and hot adult contemporary WBNQ(FM) had a 12.1. All are
owned by Regent Communications. The
nearest competition, cross-town WIHN
(FM), had a4.2 in the same daypart.
But ratings in medium markets don't
automatically translate into dollars.

A one-day fundraiser on Sept. 12, 2001, grew into a four-day marathon
that raised more than $ 870,000. One visitor, an employee of a fast food
restaurant, signed over his entire paycheck. Station staff and volunteers
from area universities and the American Red Cross gather for a photo
at Schnuck 'sgrocery store parking lot at the conclusion.
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"Fluidity in national and regional
sales is our biggest challenge on all of
our stations," said Vice President/
General Manager Red Pitcher. "Local
advertising represents 65 percent of our
income and that's steady, but the national business has ups and downs with no
rhyme or reason."
Programming also presents its challenges.
"Someone may say something on the
air that not everyone agrees with," said
Pitcher. "But as long as you let the listeners have access, you keep your credibility. You're never going to escape controversy, but we never use our station as
apulpit."
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One of the biggest issues for stations
large and small is keeping good people.
"It's more of alifestyle issue," Pitcher
said. "While this is agood white-collar
town and we pay better than the standard
in markets our size, a lot of people are
trying to get out of some of the larger
markets to come to a place where it
doesn't cost as much to live and doesn't
have as stressful acommute."
Pitcher recently won the "Broadcaster
of the Year" award from the Illinois
Broadcasters Association.
Power to the people
While many stations do everything to
avoid being stuck with older demographics, WJBC welcomes everyone.
"The baby boomer audience should
not be discounted," said Jontry. "The
number of people and the disposable
income they have make it an important
demographic. We also get younger people involved through our community
service."
For the last 36 years, WJBC has preSee WJBC, page 35
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News Director Don Newberg, right, interviews Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. at Illinois Wesleyan University in 1961.

Years of Service

How to ...

Engineer Ron Schott has
been with the station since
1983, some 23 years.
Long service seems a hallmark at WJBC, where morning
host Scott Laughlin and VP/
GM Red Pitcher each has 20
years, morning co- host and
news director Colleen Reynolds
has 19 years, Manager Janae
Jontry and Program Director
R.C. McBride each has 13
years. Assistant PD/ND and
afternoon co- host Beth Whisman has seven years at the station, and afternoon host Steve
Fast has four.

Send aletter to the editor:
E-mail radioworld@imaspub.com with "Letter to the Editor" in
the subject field.
Change your mailing address:
Visit www.rwonline.com, click on Subscribe to RW and follow
instructions to change asubscription address.
Contribute freelance articles:
E-mail radioworld@imaspub.com and request our Writer's
Guidelines.
Get information about advertising:
Download a media kit including editorial calendar at
www.imaspub.corn.
Purchase reprints of articles:
E-mail Emmily Wilson at ewilson@imaspub.com.

AM RF Systems...

Scott Laughlin and Colleen Reynolds
of the morning show at a 2005
fundraiser for hurricane relief.
WJBC and sister stations again
collected donations in the Schnuck's
lot, which one manager said has
'kind of become our home base
for such things after 9-11.'

WJBC
Continued from page 34

sented the " Brotherhood Tree," an
event during which listeners are asked
to leave an extra Christmas present
under atree at one of several locations.
Station members collect, sort and wrap
them at alocal armory and then distribute the goodies to people who most
need them.
"We get referrals from schools, socia/
service agencies and write-in requests as
to who needs what" said Jontry. "This
year we distributed presents to almost
6,500 people. We all enjoy doing this
together."
Another community outpouring
occurred after Sept. 11, 2001. The station planned to raise at least $5,000 for
the Red Cross rescue effort; listeners
came together with WJBC to raise
$870,000 in one week.
For a timeline and history of WJBC,
including an audio archive and adiscussion of experiments by engineers George
Stephenson and Jack Jenkins with the
"endless loop tape cartridge," visit
www.wjbc.com.
Ken R. is aformer broadcaster who
writes for Radio World and other publications. Reach him at ken@kenr.com.
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LBA Technology is your proven, worldwide supplier of IID
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designed and custom fabricated to your distinct requirements.

LBA Technology, Inc.

We put our 40 years of AM RF experience into helping you

Reach Farther, Sound Better.'

reach farther and sound better! See what we can do for you
at www.LBAgroup.com or call us at 252-757-0279

252.757.0279 •

www.LBAgroup.com • 3400 Tupper Drive •

Greenville. NC 27835

Photo Gallery

THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

A Richard Burden in
the Valcom booth.

1 Dick Purtan
inspects his
plaque upon
induction into
the NAB
Broadcasting
Hall of Fame.

More
photos
on page
46

The NAB
Crystal Radio
Awards recognize stations for
year-round commitment to excellence in community service.
Rear, from left:
Thom McGinty
KUDL(FM);
Chuck Tweedle,
KZBRIFMJ; Jim
Watkins, VVH UR
(FM); Dan Guin,
WHAI(FM).
Center: Barry
James, WILV
(FM); Kate Hayes,
KOZT(FM); Lynn
Larson,
VVJON(AM).
Front: Chris
Redgrave,
KSI4AM); Jim
Love, KLVI(AM);
Sylvia Canker,
KUZZ(FM).

Photo by Bob Kovacs

Tom Zarecki of
RCS explains the
company's new
GSelector software to Dava
Casapao of
Denon/Marantz.

tz

A FCC Chairman Kevin Martin answers reporters' questions.
Around 1,300 press credentials were issued at the show.

IILTRONIC RE EIIRCH IN

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOAD
6600 Series
Convection-Cooled Resistor Loads
Designed for Outdoor Applications
Available in 6kW, 12kW & 26kW Power Ratings
Ideal for HD Applications
No AC Power Required
I.
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Red, WLftift & Blue Radio
There is one organization in this country that consistently needs broadcasters'
help: The United States military.
Regardless of how you feel about the
war in Iraq, we should all be united in the
cause of caring about those who risk their
lives for our country or are performing
routine jobs that keep the logistical operations of our military strong.
The least we can do for our voluntary
force is to help contribute to the creation
of a positive attitude about serving
America.
A radio salute
In general, country radio is the only
format that has embraced the military.
There is plenty of room for other formats
to make a contribution. Public radio
broadcasters also could do much more in
supporting the troops.
Here are suggestions of ways your station(s) can make aconnection.
I/ Memorial Day is upon us, but you
can still make an immediate difference.
It's not too late to get involved with The
White House Commission on Remembrance.
The group was established by
Congress as an independent government
agency, its purpose to honor our fallen
veterans and their families. The commission has produced vignettes with the help
of McVay Media that can be aired
through Memorial Day at 3p.m., when a
national moment of silence is requested
via the airwaves.
This program has aired successfully
for several years, but is still not heard in
many markets. For details, visit
www.remembergov.
If you don't want to involve yourself
with this organization, it's not difficult
to produce your own pieces using the
names of veterans from your city and
thanking them.
V The USO is aworldwide non-profit
group that provides recreation services to
the military. If you only think of Bob Hope
when you think USO, you're out of touch.
There are many ways you can get
involved. You can begin simply by airing public service announcements for
donations and announcements about its
programs in your area. This has the benefit of showing the public that your station(s) cares about the troops, and it will
directly benefit our men and women in
service by reminding the public of their
existence and need for aconnection with
the rest of society through engaging in
social activities.
If you have a fundraiser coming up
and you're searching for a charity, the
USO likely has manpower that can be
useful. You can rest assured that the money raised will be well spent for the
troops. Details are at www.uso.org.
V If you'd like to do something that
connects directly to injured troops returning to your community from Iraq, one of
the many things you can do is contact
"Homes for Our Troops."
This is relatively small grass- roots
group that helps injured service men and
women by raising donations of cash.
building materials and labor to adapt an
existing home or build anew home that is
handicapped-accessible. The organization
is accustomed to working with radio sta-

tions and happy to go over their success
stories with you.
If you're not interested in actually
building or renovating, don't let that stop
you. They're also happy to simply be the
beneficiary of a fund-raiser you arrange
and they'll be pleased to show you how
your donations are being used.
Find out more at www.homesforourtroops.com.
V' There is another small thing you
can do. Develop of list of military personnel who listen to your radio station.
You don't need a ton of names. This
could be as simple as calling your local
USO office, or creating an "enlistment"

Promo Power

page on your Web site, where you
encourage military personnel to sign up
for extra listening benefits.
Every time you schedule aticket giveaway, reserve apair for a listener in the
military. You can announce their name
on the air, thanking them for their service to our country, or do the entire
awarding process privately on the phone,
or via e-mail.
As you look back on your radio career
you should have afew things that you are
proud to have been involved with where
you made a difference. This could be
something that resonates within you.
The author is president of Lapidus Media. E-mail to marklapidus@yahoo.com. •

by Mark Lapidus

INTRODUCING THE EXPANDING FAMILY OF
THE SAS CONNECTED DIGITAL NETWORK:

New
Rubicon-SL
Console Control
Surface — A "junior"
Rubicon - for less demanding
studio applications. Offering full
router source select, four mix
buses, an unlimited number of
mix-minus, mode, pan/balance,
talkback, and more, SL is an
ideal replacement for adated
analog console. Rubicon-SL fully
integrates into an SAS 32KD
Mixer/Router System.

New Rubi-T Mini Console
Control Surface —Ideal for
voice tracking rooms, news
booths, edit booths, announce
booths, effects mixing, and
more. Just 6" high, Rubi-T's input
module features afull-length
100mm P&G fader, channel
ON/OFF, and 4programmable
source select or bus assignment
buttons. Input, monitor, talkback,
meter, remote control, and other
modules are easily configured.

Mew RIOGrande StandAlone Mixer/Router —
Rf°Link, the SAS Remote I/O
chassis for the 32KD, has
grown into afull-featured standalone mixer/router, ajunior
version of the 32KD. Use it
with Rubicons, Sb, Rubi-Ts, or
simply as apowerful 32x32
cnalog and digital router.
Connect two RIOGrandes with
CATS or fiber for agreat
64x64 mixer/router system.

With Rubicon, Rubicon-SL, Rubi-T, 32KD, and RIOGrande, the SAS Connected Digital Network has evolved
to meet awide range of budgets and requirements. In fact, it is now the "go-to" solution for hundreds of
stations across the country moving into router-based networked control systems— providing the industry's
most versatile and flexible user-friendly consoles, powerful routing of thousands of channels, integrated IFB/
talkback/intercom, serial/GPI/IP control, and so much more.
Whether you're building aTop-10 multi-station facility or asimple single air
studio, SAS has the perfect system for any market, any where.
For more information, call 1.818.840.6749, or email radio@sasaudio.com.

/•/%/'i
SAS

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS
www.sasaudio.com
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Stations, Stand By Your Brands!
(And Stop Insulting Your Listeners With
Meaningless Phrases They Don't Believe)
by Gary Begin
"Make one point."
"Make it simply."
"Make it something worth listening to."
Sounds easy, doesn't it? Find out
what people want and give it to them. A
recipe for success!
Unfortunately, most radio stations are
anything but simple. In my travels as a
consultant, it's amazing the number of
stations that make listeners jump through

hoops to listen. Too much "clutter" in
stop sets; too many positioners.
Confusion for the listener is arecipe
for disaster.
We need to start thinking of our listeners as "customers." The better we're
able to understand how our listeners
"consume" our product, the better we'll
be able to market, package and produce
aproduct acceptable to the marketplace.
In essence, programmers need to
become "brand managers" of their radio
stations.

We live in an over- communicated
society. For aradio station to succeed in
such acrowded environment, the station
must create a position in the listener's
mind.
Two types of customer
That position must take into account
not only your station's own strengths
and weaknesses, but those of the competition as well.
When we think of computers, most
people think of IBM. But it didn't
invent the computer; Sperry- Rand did.
IBM was the first company to build a
computer position in the mind of the
consumer.

Not More Mag
uey,
More for Your Money

Gary Begin
Radio needs to do the same thing.
Build a position in the listener's mind
that you're a station with instant "topof-mind" awareness.
Radio is unique in that it has two
types of customers: listeners and advertisers. Most companies don't suffer
from that phenomenon. Their customers
are their customers.

communicated
society. For a radio
station to succeed in
such a crowded
environment, the
station must create a
position in the

When you choose DAD from ENCO Systems, you're
choosing ease of use, power and flexibility - but more
than that, you're choosing value. DAD delivers more for
your money...as simple as that. A system that's enough
for today, but one that adapts to your future needs as
well.
Put DAD to work for you...it's the powerful, future-proof
automation and storage system that delivers real value.

Fiercely Dedicated to Audio Automation
www.enco.com
+1 248.827.4440 (
voice)
+1 248.827.4441 (fax)

listener's mind.

Radio has to "sell" its product to listeners on a daily basis. As the marketplace becomes even more fragmented
with iPods, Internet radio, MP3s, CDs,
satellite and now HD Radio, it's the
"brand" that people remember, the thing
that makes it comfortable for people to
go out and buy or listen to.
The radio dial is filled with more
choices than ever. Listeners are consuming our product on a daily basis.
You'd better be able to stand out in this
crowd.
The primary reason to create a great
product is to create great revenue. The
better the product serves and entertains
the target listener, the better the opportunity to increase ratings and revenue.
Brand loyalty
Brand loyalty is the Holy Grail for all
brand marketers. It's alot of hard work
to establish and maintain that relationship.
There is a reward, and it's given to
radio stations that develop a successful
consumer product relationship with the
listener. As programmers, we need to
connect with people and develop a
See BRAND, page 39
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Continued from page 38

sense of "satisfaction" the listener can
embrace.
We need to know and understand listeners' beliefs, attitudes and perceptions
of our station. We're supposed to be in
the entertainment business, let's capture
their imagination. Be creative!
Entertainment value
Most of the fun has gone out of the
radio business. It's become too homogenized, formulated and computerized,
not to mention centralized.
Radio needs to bring back the "art"
and " fun" it once enjoyed. That all
plays into building abrand.
•To create abrand we must create a
unique brand identity communicating your benefits.
•Once the identity is established, we
need to build awareness of that
brand.
•Create "brand loyalty."
Brands live in a highly competitive
world. A brand may stand apart, but
rarely does it stand alone.
Your brand needs to push against
commonality, driving a wedge between
itself and your competitors. You must
become acategory of one.
Miller Brewing accomplished this by
hitting on a unique brand concept:
"Tastes Great, Less Filling." Miller Lite
found a way to appeal to the rational
and emotional sides of beer drinkers at
the same time: only Miller Lite could
claim to be lower in calories (rational)
while offering the taste beer drinkers
wanted (emotional).
Your radio station must accomplish
the same thing.
Oversimplify
The most effective approach to take
in this over-communicated society is the
over-simplified message.
Less is more. We need to sharpen our
messageto cut through the clutter.
Jettison the ambiguities, simplify the
message and then simplify even more.
You'll make a long-lasting memorable
impression.
Do you really think listeners believe
we're playing "abetter mix of music?"
Better than what, my iPod?
Drop the things you can't brag about.
Do what you do best, forget about the
rest. Cut the crap and focus on making
your strengths stronger.
Stop insulting your listener with
meaningless phrases they don't believe.
Relate to your audience. Find out what
your strengths are and master them.
Doing so builds a solid reputation
and a following. Become known for
great work in some area rather than
good work in alot of areas.
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wanted to work with him.
Come up with a strong theme. Do
your best to be entertaining, thoughtprovoking and memorable. Develop
bits that the audience will enjoy and
remember.
This will become your signature, one
that others in your market will not he
able to copy.
Listeners don't know what they like,
but like what they know. Brand yourself
in a way the audience can relate and
embrace, and that recipe for disaster
will soon be the ingredients for success.
Gary Begin wrote here in September
about "how to marry your listeners." He
is aconsultant with 26 years of experience
in managing, programming and consulting, and is apartner with Steve Bianchi in
Identity Programming. Reach him at
gbegin@identityprogramming.com.

'The Ultimate Sports Wedding'
Marriage was the theme in acontest run
by ESPN Radio's Mike Golic and Mike
Greenberg, hosts of "Mike & Mike in the
Moraine' who were looking for "the couple
with the most love and passion for sports.'
Listener voting and aselection committee
narrowed afield of 500 registrants through a
"Sweetheart
16,"
MINA
"Engaged Eight" and
"Fabulous Four."
The winners were
Jason
West
and
Catherine Bennet of
Juniper, Fla., crowned
during a live broadcast from ESPN Zone

in Times Square. West and
Bennet won an " Ultimate
Sports Wedding" to be held
May 26 at ESPN.

'
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Remote Control for Broadcasters

INTERFACING:

HARDWARE FEATURES

•Connectable virtually to any kind equipment.
• Parallel I/0's with optically isolated inputs.
•Serial connection thru RS485 using ANT 's
protocol converter.

• Modular construction
can start from 16-n/8out
to over 700 I/0,s per box.
-•

•Wide range of probes: AC/DC detec tt n, RF pickups,
signal analyzers.silence detectors, et.

-

•Can read ANALOG or contact information as
as 32bit floating point numbers and text.

TCP/IP

Backup power supply
Optional CPU redurdancy

• Up to 1024 units per server

•Real time alarm signaling on any data type.

teeINTERÑET

• Built for challenging RF enviroiments

‘er
UHF/VHF

SATELLITE

PSTN/ISDN

You look marvelous
it's important to come up with asignature style.
Producer Phil Spector was sought out
in the 1960s by the Beatles and Rolling
Stones for his unique "Wall of Sound."
His track record included producing
such hits as "Be My Baby" and "You've
Lost That Lovin' Feeling," by creating a
dense, complex, "everything- and- thekitchen-sink" type of sound.
He mastered what he did and people

CONTROL ROOM SOFTWARE
•Client server multi - user environment.
•Server accessable via internet or LAN
•All information, including SNMP, converted to a simple map based interface
•Easy setup of all parameters using graphical tools

A.N.T. srl

•User definable screens with an easy to use editor.
•E-mail and SMS alarm forwarding

Via Giroli 76
25085 Gavardo ( BS) Italy
+39 0461 551599 • fax + 39 0365 371960

•Voice call alarm signalling ( available April 2006)
• ... and much more....
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radugo automation

CAD drawing

BROADCAST FURNITURE

Automate Your Station in Minutes
...No Degree Required

Omnirax from Design to Production
• At Omnirax we work together with you from initial
design concept all the way through finished product,
ensuring that your furniture will provide you with
years of satisfied use.

KOIT San Francisci

NEW! Just Released v3.8.7
•Extremely Easy To Use Et Understand

• Our strength is forging partnership relations where
we can use our expertise to turn your ideas into reality.
We are able to work to your exacting specifications or
provide comprehensive design services that remove
the guesswork from your investment.

•For All Stations, All Formats
•Schedule Spots, ID's, Build Rotations
•Plays All Audio File Formats
•Complete Automation Systems Available
•AirList Music Scheduling Software Only $259

MI Our CAD/CAM process ensures precision fit and finish,
repeatability, and ease of modification. All of our designs
are rendered in the computer prior to manufacturing.
We are able to make alterations and adjust to your
equipment,uaranteeing you not only get what you want,
but exactly what you need.
• We are small enough to give every job the personal
touch, large enough to outfit acomplete facility.

•Music Libraries Available
...Did we mention FREE SUPPORT
Raduga Software
1.:(111
San Frantl,

KERC San Fran:1,,

t\

Download your FREE Demo Today
www.raduiia.netinv.htm
(513) 887-0714

P 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607
www.omnirax.corn info@omnirax.com

ID The measure of our NUCCes> is the achievement
of asynthesis of hum. function and ergonomic comfort

•

Low as $ 149* Buyout

TM

Audio Editor
Go South Again?

Tl-OPTELATOR NOW AVAILABLE!

The Short/cut Alternative

VoxPro®

Fiber Optic Modem Protection
Lightning Protection that keeps on working!
Fiber optic protection impervious to Lightning.
It is now arecognized name brand in the RF Industry.
For more technical information call toll free 888-471-1038,
Ph: 727-823-6100, Fax: 727-823-6044. For pricing and sales call:
Harris, Broadcast General Store, Broadcastworks, Broadcast
Richardson, RF Specialists, Crouse-Kimzey, EuroExchange
Brokers Inc., S.C.M.S., or your local distributor.
See our web page: www.opticshield.com It is for real!

The Ultimate Lightning Protection!

Version 4.1

Available at all broadcast distributors

AudionLabs.com
^,... A4
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THE BEST RF EQUIPMENT

GUARANTEED!
FM-VHF-UHF-L Band

CircuitVVerkes
Sicon-8

(4
4

Introducing the First Totally New Talking Remote Control Design in Over aDecade!!
D. Voice recordable technology

D Up to 5alarms per channel

D . Internet capable

D Cell-phone interface

D

8channels metering, status, & control

• Audio passthrough

D

Expandable up to 16 channels

D. Free GUI software to monitor your

D.

2heavy-duty SPDT relays per channel

D

Self- calibrating, auto- ranging meters

lb,•RF Line Components
• Cables and Connectors
I> Antenna Panels and Systems
Loads
• Filters
• Combiners

site & program the Sicon-8
D X-10 capability for additional control

• Patch Panels
I> Splitters & Couplers
• Digital Power Meters

Tel: + 1207 627 7474

Learn how the Sicon-S can help you

Fax: + 1207 627 7473
sales©acomrf corn

take control at wwwcircuitwerkes.com
CircuitWerkes. Inc. - 2805 NW 6th Street, Gainesville. Florida 32609. USA

352-335-6555
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Playboy Radio?
Sirius Dates the Bunny
by James Careless
Playboy on radio.
At first blush, the concept seems, well,
silly. After all, Playboy's fortune was
built on the pictures of its busty centerfolds, not the sound of its magazine
pages flipping. This is why Playboy TV
makes sense; but Playboy Radio? How
will that work?
Very well, if Farrell Hirsch has his
way. A man with roots with radio and
Broadway, Hirsch is Playboy's producer
of satellite radio; in plain English, he's in
charge of the bunny's new 24/7 station on
Sirius Channel 198, which launched on
Sirius in March.
"We've heard skepticism about the
'lack of pictures' on Playboy Radio in
many places, including Jay Leno's monologue," Hirsch said. "However, once people hear what we doing, they understand
that Playboy Radio has what it takes."
Playboy Radio 101
It's not the first run for Playboy Radio.
The concept originally launched as an
extra-charge service on XM Satellite in
September of 2002.
"Playboy chose XM at the time, but
when that contract expired there was a
bidding war for Playboy Radio," Hirsch
said. "Not so much a war of money, but
of ideas and goals. Sirius offered the
chance to expand the quality and quantity
of programming."
XM discontinued the channel last fall
after three years. On Sirius, the program
is a free opt-in feature, available to subscribers without apremium charge.

Playboy's online marketing
of the Sirius channel.
In aconference call with business analysts in February, Scott Greenstein, president of entertainment and sports for
Sirius, positioned the Playboy content as
part of the company's wider efforts to
strengthen its programming platform.
"In 2006 alone NASCAR will be getting ready for launch in less than a year
from now. Blue- Collar Comedy will
launch during this year, Playboy Radio
will launch and numerous other programming and channels are underway and it
will be exciting to go from there."
Playboy Radio is produced in Los
Angeles, where "we have studios, we
have talent and we have staff," said producer Hirsch. "After all, we're a radio
station."

Hirsch works for Playboy under the
same executives who are responsible for
Playboy TV, Playboy.com and other
properties. " Playboy Radio is not a
farmed-out venture that Playboy slaps its
name on," he stated. " It's made by
Playboy personnel at Playboy Studios."
As a24/7 source, Playboy Radio has a
daily schedule of programming blocks,
each tailored to its time period and target
audience. That audience is "the same
male audience that's been served by
Playboy magazine for years," he said.

DRN/185

lashreic

DIGITAL RECORDING MICROPHONE

You've got to admit that this
is an idea whose tme is long
overdue — an extraordina it
high quality mic with
built-in broadcast quality
digital recorder. With the ,
FlashMic you liter3lly grab ;in
,go. It just doesn't get any simple
And, because it's HHB, it .
'doesn't get any better.
;. World's first digital recordin
microphone
•.
1GB

flash me
18 hours of audio •

•High quality Seranh
omni-directiona Icondenser,
microphone capsule
Tiffany Granath hosts an afternoon
advice show featuring a panel
of sex experts.

•Straightforwarc, intuitive operatio
with easy USB transfer of data to
PC/Mac for editing

Thematically, Playboy Radio is meant
to be astep above Howard Stern.
"I listen to Howard and think he's brilliant, but he approaches sex like a
teenaged boy," Hirsch said. "In contrast,
Playboy Radio is a primer on how to be
comfortable and enjoy yourself with a
woman, and what you need to know and
do to impress awoman who's the caliber
of aPlaymate."

•High-quality lirear or MPE
recording (128-384 kbps)

Coil and Kevin
Like any radio station, Playboy
Radio's most important time slot is the
morning drive. This is why the slot is
occupied by the " Playboy Morning
Show," heard live from 4 to 7 a.m.
Eastern, and repeated from 7-10 a.m.
According to www.playboyradio.com,
"Every morning, hosts Con McCown and
Kevin Klein create an audio version of
Playboy magazine, integrating many of
the publication's famous features, like the
Playboy Advisor, and bringing the
Playboy lifestyle to the radio."
In addition to " contributions from
Playmates and Bridget from the hit TV
series 'The Girls Next Door, — the morning show has Hugh Hefner doing an
audio version of his print column, "Ask
Hef Anything."
"Hef answers his questions from the
Mansion; after all, that's the center of the
Playboy universe," said Hirsch.
From 10 to 11 a.m., it's "The Playmate
Hour," when, according to the company's
marketing, " Playmates Pilar Lastra
(August 2004) and Jillian Grace (March
2005) host this daily slumber party, featuring in-depth interviews and special
features with other gorgeous Playmates.
This will also be the source for Playmate

•Switchable high pass filter

See PLAYBOY, page 42

•Greater than 6hours battery Ii
from 2 X AA ceMs
•LCD display fortime, level a
status information
•o - io seconds adjustabl
pre- record buffer
•Record time remaining indic
with low time warning
•Rugged construction quali

,own actual size

edia W ork,

FIRST WE LISTEN

Distributed in tne USA and Latin America by:
5ernheiser Electronic Corp.,
1Enterprise Drive, Olc Lyme, CT 06371 USA • Tel: 860-434-9190 • Fax: 860-434-1759 • www.hhbusa.com
Latin America: Telephone: 5›.-55-5639-0956. Fax 52-55-5639-9482
Distributed in Canada by HHB Canaia: Tel: 416-867-'3000 Fax: 416-867-1080
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COMMENTARY

The Now of Messagecasting
Datacasting Evolves Into the Next Phase
by Paul Jackson
The author is marketing editor of
Broadcast Electronics.
We hear alot about the future of technologies like datacasting. With the
advantage of being able to see what's
happening behind the scenes with developers of datacasting software, Ican
assure you that the future is bright. What
should be even more reassuring is that
the now is quite bright as well.
Datacasting is simply the broadcasting
of data. All sorts of information can be
datacast. Simple Artist and Title information is just the beginning. This is how
most stations start datacasting, but there's
software out there right now that expands
the capabilities of datacasting to include
so much more.
The ability to incorporate promotional
messages, sales messages and programming messages is transforming "datacasting" from a simple way to send data
embedded in automation files into atool
that will add anew dimension to how we
do business. Datacasting has in fact
already evolved into the next phase of
messagecasting.
PAD, Near-PAD and Non-PAD
While there is a system available that
will handle live CDs remarkably well,
most messagecasting efforts focus on
integrating with digital automation systems. Digital automation systems take a
lot of the work out of messagecasting,
because so much information can be
stored with adigital file. In fact, practically all automation systems store information with each cut of audio.
Remember carts? Every cart has at
least one slightly greasy file folder label
attached to it that describes what's on the
cart, the artist/voice talent, information

Playboy
Continued from page 41

News, giving everyone up-to-date info on
their favorite centerfolds."
"This is aPG- 13 type of slumber party," said Hirsch. "It's not about the sleazier
side of sex." Are Playmates chosen for
their visual attributes up to this radio job?
"Just because a woman is stunningly
beautiful doesn't mean she can't do radio,"
he says. "Many of our Playmates are as
smart as they are good-looking:'
From 11 a.m. to 2p.m., Playboy TV's
Tiffany Granath hosts "Afternoon
Advice," where "a rotating panel of sex
experts takes your calls and may just take
you in adirection you never considered."
Next, it's time for two hours of "Sexy
Stories," then ' 80s-era porn stars Christy
Canyon and Ginger Lynn host the call-in
show "Night Calls" from 4to 7p.m.
The broadcast day is rounded out with
"Private Calls" from 7to 9p.m.: "A callin program featuring adifferent amorous
adult star each night of the week, ' Private
Calls' promises to create intimate
moments that will leave listeners satisfied," the company brags.

about start and end dates, and any other
information the production department
thinks is important.
It's not surprising that this convention
of storing data with each cut followed
over to the digital automation systems
that replaced most of our cart machines.
Instead of afile-folder label, each digital
cut has avirtual label: information that is
stored digitally, but the same information
as was stuck on acart. Since this data is
specifically related to the audio on the cart,
or the program, this is the data we refer to

traffic updates. More importantly, they
can include station promotional messages
like liners and promos. Since the messages are not directly related to programming on the air, we call this non-PAD.
Like Near- PAD, these messages are
not usually stored in the automation system with the cut, but in a separate database managed by your messagecasting
software.
Of course, near- and non-PAD have
commercial applications as well. All the
adjacencies, tags and sponsorships we've
done for years on the air can be messagecast. We've managed this data in our ana-

comes to taking advantage of the true
potential of messagecasting with the integration of near- PAD and non- PAD.
Opting for messagecasting software also
positions you to take advantage of the
capabilities of HD Radio technology.
(See Fig. 1.)
Good messagecasting software will be
able to accept incoming PAD from your
automation system, manage near- and
non-PAD and format the data for encoding. RDS requires an RDS encoder like
the RDi 20 from Broadcast Electronics.
Encoding
RDS encoders take the output from
your messagecasting software by means
of a serial or IP connection (depending
on the encoder) and send the encoded
data stream to your exciter by means of a

Transport/Transmission
Program Source

Fig. 1
Datacasting Software

Encoding

Transport/Transmission
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EcJ
as PAD, or program associated data.
Other data that can be sent to your listeners are near- PAD. In the studio of
most stations are note cards with concert
dates, ticket information, facts about a
particular band or song, or possibly a
contest to win the CD, song download or
concert tickets. Messages directly related
to the cut on the air are called near-PAD.
These messages are usually not stored in
the automation system with the cut, but
in aseparate database managed by your
messagecasting software.
Even more exciting is non-PAD. Next
to the jock notes related to particular
songs is another set of liner cards. These
cards have messages like sports scores,
stock tickers, weather information and

Then comes the "Cyber Girl Dating
Show" from 9to 11 p.m. "We've changed
the concept of the late- night dating
show," Hirsch said. "It's still hosted by
Playmate Miriam Gonzalez but it's now
more of agame/quiz show with the tentative title, 'The Playboy Dating Test:"
Last is the "Best of Playboy TV" from
11 p.m. to 1a.m. Throw in a repeat of
"Night Calls" and the next broadcast day
begins.
Subscribers can "opt-in" for the channel via phone or the Internet, or can
choose to block the channel through the
parental control system.
Playboy was among several recent
programming moves that also included
the addition of the Martha Stewart Living
Radio channel; a talk show hosted by
author Candace Bushnell; Cosmo Radio;
the reinstatement of Fox News and the
addition of Fox News Talk; and the
launch of Blue Collar Comedy.
Going away are these channels:
Mexicana; EWTN Hispanic; Sirius
Advice; and Sirius Right. A spokeswoman said most of the Advice and
Right channel shows are shifting or
already have to other channels. She cited
lack of demand for the programs of
EWTN Hispanic and Mexicana..

log world for years, storing data on filefolder labels and notecards, and
delivering it during segues and coming in
and out of breaks. These opportunities to
talk about our station and communicate
valuable information have been limited to
times when the jock can open the mic.
With messagecasting, we manage the
same information digitally, but we have
the opportunity to share it with our listeners all the time.
Getting the message across
Most automation systems can export
PAD, so all that is left is picking messagecasting software to read that program associated data, integrate your near- and nonPAD messaging content, format it for your
HD Radio or RDS gear, and then inject the
formatted data stream into the air chain.
You'll need some key components to
start messagecasting:
Program Source
First, you'll need a program source.
LiveCD from Broadcast Electronics
allows you to generate PAD from CD
players using Internet lookups, but generally when we talk about a program
source we're talking about a digital
automation system.
There are three basic methods digital
automation systems use to output now
playing information: Serial, using aCOM
port, TCP/IP, using an Ethernet connection, and with afile that is updated by the
software with each new event. Each
automation system is alittle bit different,
so check with the manufacturer to determine your system's specific capabilities.
The second basic component you will
need is messagecasting software like
TRE Message Manager from Broadcast
Electronics.
Datacasting Software
With some tweaking, your automation
system may be able to export a string
directly to your RDS encoder, but that
leaves the door wide open for your competitors to get the jump on you when it

11•1111111

BNC connection. They also insert into
the encoded stream other bits of data
defined by the RBDS standard, including
your call letters and station format.
There is also an encoding process for
HD Radio implementation, but it is handled by computers using software components released by iBiquity. HD Radio
encoded data streams are passed along to
your exciter using a TCP/IP Ethernet
connection.
Finally, you'll need equipment capable
of managing the transport and transmission of the encoded data.
Tranport/Transmission
For RDS, the encoded data is an analog/serial stream and can be transported
from studio to transmitter using STLs
with data transport capability. For HD
Radio, the STL must have IP transport
capability (like Big Pipe from Broadcast
Electronics) if the data is encoded at the
studio site. Alternately, the pre-encoded
data can be sent to the transmitter site as
a serial stream, and encoded for HD
Radio at the transmitter site.
Messagecasting and promotion
Probably one of the biggest areas
where current technology can be exploited is with station promotions.
Artist and Title information is interesting and may have some value to the listener, but displaying simple Artist/ Title
information for three minutes straight as
asong plays isn't the optimal use of the
technology.
How about rotating Artist/Title PAD
with near- and non-PAD messages promoting the station in general, pushing
upcoming contests or cross-promoting
other dayparts? It's an approach called
See MESSAGECAST, page 44
cables & connectors
racks
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To Engage and Enrich, Digitally
Northeast Indiana Public Radio Uses
Multicast to Extend Its Footprint
by Jeff Borden
Already adept at programming and
promoting two formats, Northeast Indiana
Public Radio had aleg up when the digital revolution arrived.
Today, the community broadcaster is
airing three formats — news, classical
and jazz, which airs solely on adigital
channel. It is multicasting HD2 and HD3
on one of its main frequencies and is reveling in the chance to increase its audience and influence in Indiana's secondlargest city.
Fort Wayne is one of ahalf-dozen markets nationwide where public radio outlets are airing three distinct digital formats, according to technology executives
at National Public Radio.
"On the commercial side, the emphasis
on digital radio has been on revenue,"
General Manager Bruce Haines said. "On
the public radio side, it's more about public service. To be able to say to astation
that you can add asignal, it's like getting
a free kitten. We've all been given this
gift of technology."
Like many public broadcasters in
smaller markets — the population of metropolitan Fort Wayne is just over 500,000
— Northeast Indiana Public Radio Inc.,
with an annual operating budget of about
$1.2 million, often has tried to be all
things to all people. NIPR's mission statement is "to engage our community with
content that enriches the human experience." But the broadcaster also has astoried history of finding unusual and creative ways to serve its marketplace, even
teaming with alocal heating and air conditioning company to help bring another
frequency to Fort Wayne.
NIPR holds the operating licenses for
two stations; WBOI on 89.1 MHz airs
NPR news and public affairs programming and is licensed to Fort Wayne, while
WBNI at 91.3 offers classical music and
is licensed to Orland, Ind. The latter has a
translator airing on 88.7 in Fort Wayne.
The programming is shared with
WBKE at 89.5, a station operated by
Manchester College in North Manchester,
Ind.
WBOI is the station with the strongest
signal. It has gone HD Radio and now
broadcasts all three formats.
Aspirations
The fate of public radio in Fort Wayne
was very much in doubt as recently as 25
years ago, when WBNI was owned and
operated by Indiana-Purdue University
Fort Wayne. In the early 1980s, the school
seriously considered closing down the
radio operation to save money. A group of
community-minded listeners, many from
the local business and arts community,
negotiated with the school and won the
operating license for 88.7 MHz. It
became acommunity licensee in March
1982, offering adiverse mix of programming including shows from National
Public Radio. Unpaid volunteers hosted
shows devoted to classical music and
jazz, and they still do.
Haines arrived in 1987, fresh from a
gig at acommercial country station in
Muncie, Ind.
"When Iarrived, Iheard alot of aspira-

tional language: ' If only we could have
two stations.' We had the programming.
We were paying for things we weren't
using. But there were no more chunks of
50,000-watt audio space available in Fort
Wayne," he said.

smooth. He said he has found some flaws
with the hardware, but added, "It's all
first-generation equipment and it's getting
better. It's not abad thing, just something
new to deal with?'
Overall, Peters said, "The ability to
have three programming sources is a
wonderful tool."
Like his cousins on the commercial
side, Haines is well aware that most

Northeast Indiana Public Radio General Manager Bruce Haines, top,
discusses multicast services with NPR President/CEO Kevin Klose.
The station devotes a page to discussion of HD Radio at
www.nipr.fm/HD Radio.htm: With an HD Radio receiver, you'll hear
near CD-quality sound, and THREE audio program services at the same
dial position — WBOI, WBNI and a new 24-hour jazz service!'
But there were translator signals in the
market, though they couldn't originate
programming. And in tiny Orland, about
40 miles north near the border of Indiana
and Michigan, there was a frequency
available — all of 2,000 watts broadcasting from a300-foot tower.
In 2002, the station worked with a
local heating and air conditioning company that was looking for away to expand
its two-way radio coverage. The public
broadcaster helped the firm invest in
equipment that expanded the company's
bandwidth in exchange for access to a
microwave signal, which would carry programming from Fort Wayne to Orland,
where it aired on WBNI. The signal from
Orland, in turn, was retransmitted to the
translator at 88.7 FM in Fort Wayne to
make it easier for local residents to
receive the signal.
"We had to go out of town to come
back in again," Haines joked.
When digital radio became apossibility, Haines said, the thinking quickly
turned to using WBOI as the platform for
the new technology on 89.1. It would
allow the classical music from WBNI to
be simulcast on the HD2 channel while
having enough bandwidth left to offer a
jazz outlet on HD3.
Northeast Indiana Public Radio successfully applied for aCorporation for Public
Broadcasting grant, which covered much
of the cost of equipment. The station utilizes aBroadcast Electronics AudioVault
system to program the musical outlets and
is running the digital signal via aBE IDi
20 HD Radio Importer and FSi 10 HD
Radio Signal Generator. The station uses a
BE FMi 703 digital transmitter.
Chief Engineer Mike Peters said there
have been some issues with coverage
area, noting that the digital signal doesn't
reach as widely as the analog; but overall
the move to digital has been fairly

people in Fort Wayne can't really enjoy
the new digital signals.
He says that when the station bought
10 Boston Acoustics digital receivers,
staffers joked they now had a cume of
10. For now, the news and classical formats are being streamed on the station's

Messagecast
Continued from page 42

interleaving, and it's something good
messagecasting software can do today.
Today's messagecasting software also
allows you to schedule the promotional
messages you want to send. Scheduling
tools allow you to set up blocks of messages (similar to rotating carts) and changing the messages hour to hour. On-line
tools allow instant updates, so you can
keep up with current contests and winners.
Sales and programming
The ability to tie messages to specific
commercials makes an easy sale for
existing clients. Today is the day to start
training clients to think about data. It's
possible now to display short messages as
audio commercials run; possibly phone
numbers, addresses or tag lines.
New opportunities are already being
developed that take advantage of HD
Radio technology. For example, instant
traffic updates are being delivered in
many large urban areas today. Messagecasting software can bring in all sorts
of data and present it in connection with
audio, creating sponsorship and revenue
opportunities.
Messages can be associated with any
audio, not just commercials. Clients can
sponsor any programming on the station,
from sports to news, from contests to
syndicated programming.
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Web site (
www.nipr.fm) with the jazz format to begin streaming sometime this
summer.
"We need to do some marketing,"
Haines said. "We need to be the guest
speaker at the Rotary Club. Marketing is
viral. We do have a Web page. We do
announcements on the air. People are
starting to understand.
"We'll wear them down, like water on
rocks. A lot of this is mission work right
now."
Once more listeners have access to digital, Haines sees amuch larger pool of
potential donors.
"It will be atremendous asset," he said.
"We're looking at targeted e-mails. As we
get more clever, we can adapt e-mail messages that are format- and station-specific.
We'll have alot of opportunities?'
Meanwhile, Haines sees atime when
Fort Wayne will add afourth signal, perhaps a Spanish-language outlet for the
growing number of Hispanic immigrants
in the region.
For now, fans of the station seem to be
taking the long view, aware that the digital formats will reach a miniscule audience for the next few years.
"At this point, it's only the real audiophile who knows about digital," said
Marie Bailey-Greene, chairman of the
Northeast Indiana Public Radio
Community Advisory Board. "Many people will keep their radios and their tuners
until they break, or until they're no longer
satisfied. But we're all thrilled. ... This
makes the station stronger and we're able
to get alot more of what we want to hear
on the air."
Jeff Borden is a Chicago-based writer
and editor. He wrote about the digital
radio plans of the Los Angeles Clear
Channel cluster in our special multicasting supplement in March.
Tell RW about your digital and multicast plans. Write to radioworld@
imaspub.com..

How do listeners know we're the best
station for them? We tell them.
We tell them what we're doing for
them, whether that's playing more music
and fewer commercials, offering the most
entertaining morning show, airing specialty programming, or rewarding them for
listening. Messagecasting offers away to
not only provide them with Artist/Title
information they expect, but also away to
tell them about the station.
Scrolling call letters and slogans reinforce your brand, which can be handy
when they write in their diaries about
their favorite stations. Messages can be
configured to recycle listeners from one
daypart to another, increasing TSL.
Summary
All the tools we need to send compelling messages to our listeners are
available. We have automation systems
that can send some limited data. We
have messagecasting software that is
great today, and will be even better
tomorrow. Encoding and transport/transmission devices are available to deliver
our content.
The future of messagecasting is exciting. With the creativity in our industry,
who knows what applications there will be
tomorrow? But the NOW is exciting too.
Paul Jackson spent 12 years programming and selling commercial radio
before joining the customer service team
for Broadcast Electronics' Audio Vault.
RW welcomes other points of view.
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311 Newbrough
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Alan Slaughter
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Great DIGITAL SOUND for less
D-75 Radio Console
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Configuration is simple
using the hinged meterbridge

AUDIOARTS
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EVERYTHING you need in a compact design
40' 100 percent modular design
4I°

Network ready

4, Dual fader superphone
so Switched meters
• Table top design

ALSO
AVAILABLE as
12 Input Channel
MAINFRAME

For more info on our 14 office lo.oations, products, and services visit www.rfspecialties.com
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

A Commissioner Deborah Taylor
Tate was sworn in on Jan. 3.

V No office? Make your own in a corner of the North Hall,
as Greg Monti of ABC Radio Networks did.
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NAB said ubout 25,500
people came to the show
from beyond the borders
of the United States.
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11 Burk's Anita
Russell shows off
the new management capabilities
of the ARC Plus
broadcast facility
control system.

APVVMayville,
under new
ownership,
played up a line
of new Stantron
Broadcast Rack
products.

V Signs of the times: AEO's Paul Loman is surrounded
by microphones in the NAB Radio Hall.
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A Tino Romagnoli of Bext and Cipriano Mercado of First Technical
reflect on the Bext LEX-100 FM Exciter.

Independent Talkback
A Headphone System with Selectable Talkback for Each User
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FlexPhones Master

AHR-1 Active Headphone Remote

The FlexPhones Master is aprofessional Broadcast/Studio six channel
distributed headphone system with ndependent talkback capabilities. Each
of the six channels provides stereo program monitoring and selective
talkback with interconnection via CAT5 cable to multiple Active Headphone
Remotes ( AHR-1) and/or Monitor Selector Interface ( MSI). Multiple
masters may be cascaded to form larger systems.
The FlexPhones Master is equipped with inputs for stereo program
and talkback audio. Rear panel program and talkback trimmers are
provided to pre-set maximum in i
put levels. The microphone/line level
talkback input is available via arear panel plug-in euroblock connector,
while the front panel XLR connector facilitates the use of auser- provided
gooseneck microphone or headset. The front panel is equipped with a
level control for local headphones with both 1/4" and 1/8" stereo headphone
jacks. The six front pagel talkback switches allow the user to independently
communicate with each AHR-1 listener and can be configured to insert
talkback audio into only the let or both ears and dim either or both
program channels. Any combina ion of switches may be pressed, while
the "All-Call" interrupts all listeners. The Talkback function can be remotely
controlled. Six RJ45 jacks are provided to distribute audio and power via
CAT5 cable to the AHR-1's, which conform to the Studio Hub
format. Low-Zbalanced audio distribution is used
to preclude audio degradation with
long cable runs.

The Active Headphone Remote ( AHR-1) contains astereo amplifier
designed to work with any combination of high-efficiency headphones
with impedances between 24 and 600 ohms. The AHR-1 is equipped
with 1/8" and 1/4" headphone jacks, leve control, user-configured utility
momentary pushbutton and LED indicator. Two rear panel RJ45 jacks
are provided for connection via CAT5 cable to the FlexPhones Master.
The AHR-1 may be desktop mounted, under counter or with the optional
HR-1/MP or HR-1/MP-XLR mounting plates, which may be turret or
counter-top mounted.

Manufactured with
Pride in the USA

BROADCAST

tools
support@broadcasttools.com
www.broadcasttools.com

INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST
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WATCH

New Media As 'Expansion
Of Radio Market'
New digital media platforms like Internet radio,
satellite, and podcasting are really new forms of radio
and are a "testament to the popularity of radio programming." So says Arbitron in releasing astudy it
conducted with Edison Media Research.
In "The Infinite Dial: Radio's Digital Platforms,"
Edison Media's Larry Rosin said, "Our research shows
that regardless of the platform consumers see all these
options as merely being new forms of 'radio."
•Internet radio is growing rapidly. "The monthly
audience ... now tops an estimated 52 million, an
increase from an estimated 37 million people in
2005," the researchers announced. "The weekly
Internet radio audience also increased 50 percent
over the past year, with 12 percent of the U.S.
population age 12+ (an estimated 30 million) having listened to Internet radio in the past week, up
from 8percent in 2005."

•Arbitron said online radio reaches one in five people 18-34 each week, and 15 percent of people
25-54. More than a third of respondents were
"very" or "somewhat" interested in HD Radio;
more than 40 percent of satellite subscribers say
they are interested in HD Radio as well. "More
than one-third of those who said they were interested in HD Radio say they would be likely to
purchase an HD Radio receiver at a $ 100 price
point, and 58 percent of those interested say they
would be likely to purchase at $50:' Arbitron and
Edison Media stated.
•The researchers said 77 percent of respondents
said they expect to listen to AM/FM radio as
much as they do now despite increasing advancements in technology.
•Awareness of satellite radio "has reached equal
levels of 61 percent awareness each, among those
age 12 and older." Nearly one in five non-subscribers say they are "very" or "somewhat" likely
to subscribe to satellite in the next 12 months.

Company Hosts 'Loveline'
Text Messaging
Neo Network Mobile is hosting the subscriptionbased text- messaging dating service for Westwood
One's "Loveline" radio program.
The service is available as apremium short message
service or SMS, which is billed to subscribers at acost
of $4.99 per month. Neo Network Mobile is owned by
afirm in Milan, Italy, that recently opened the U.S.
subsidiary in New York.
With asubscription, listeners can make 25 outgoing
text messages per month; each additional message
costs 25 cents.
The service will let phone users create personal profile; get "Loveline" matches; locate member profiles
and navigate the community database; send and
receive text SMS from other users; and send text messages to the host.
For information about Neo Network Mobile call
(212) 946-4889 in New York or visit www.neonetworkmobile.com.
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Dependable Modulation Monitors for AM & FM
520 AM Mod-Monitor

531 FM Mod-Monitor

•Built-in synthesized preselector for accurate
off- air measurements

•Off- air operation - digital tuning with presets

•Easy- to- read, peak- hold modulation display

•High- resolution displays for deviation, stereo audio,
pilot and subcarriers, AM noise

•Alarm and RS- 232 data outputs

•Accurate and affordable

•Companion active antenna option
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Incyvonucs

. 1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552 • FAX: (831) 458-0554
vAvviinovon.com • e-mail: infoOinovon.com

Download full spec sheets at www.inovon.com

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW-S
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Transmitters
a
Price $ 540.00
Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting.
All 3frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver.
closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear
terminals. Another set of rear terminals has
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double
conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in
first I.E., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate
MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input.
Adjacent channel (±25 kHz) down to 70 dB.
19" rack mount, 3.5" H, all metal enclosure. In
stock—available for immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898
www.gorman-redlich.coniljimg@gormanredlich.com

Solid ,State br Tube
Cbmbiners
20 .Years of Service
Asistencia en Español
24 Hour Support
2 Years Warranty

www.bext.com
Tel 619 239 8462
Fax 619 239 8474
bext@ bext.com

NEW
EXCITERS/TRANSMITTERS
w/stereo generator & audio limiter,
field programmable FSK ID keyer, all built-in!

Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

nAco I—sticsFirst'
CU:888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

SAT COUNTRY EROEROAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.
7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MO 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031 FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baytountry.com

TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL

AUTOMATION

AM Grou nd Systems

EQUIPMENT

FACILITIES

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL

On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.emgramdsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
4- bay Armstrong FMA-727-4E
Circularly Polarized FM antenna,
tuned to 105.7 MHz. Will handle
up to 12IoN nput. Power gain
x2.0.
1- 5/8- inch input flange.
Only 5 years old.
Has been
removed from tower and stored
indoors. $6100 new, will sell for
$2500. Larry Fuss, 702-898.1669, or larryfuss@cox.net.

!OMER FOR SALE
455; guyed Pirod 3' face.

Three RDS Rack- Mount Phantom
Automation Systems. Each system
records and plays in the following
formats: MPEG,
4:1, ADPCMe
4:1, ADPCM1 4:1, PCM 16- bit
(WAV). Each system includes
keyboard, monitor, ano Broadcast
Tools SS8.2 dual stereo crosspoint
switcher. $2500/system. Contact
Greg Garrett @ ( 864) 414-4140.
Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and more.
Visit digitaldevelopment.net and
click on RADIO AUTOMATION for
screen shots. The software is free;
there is asmall duplication fee. For
more info call 406.665 1832.

Factory augmented twice
sin.* 1991 erection.
Suppoirted cantilevered 40'

Station and six two-ways.

llad 8Guy Points, 300'
racis,

69' nupla rods,

tortue arms, safety climb.
Diqnaded and stored in
Coen City, NJ which is
about 15 miles SW of
Xttantic City. As is. Best
offer. Len Stevens, mornings
awl evenings: 609-714-0596,
afienisions: 856-786-7200
ext.11, Cell: 609-304-2240,
leuiétowereconomics.com

AUDIO
PRODUCTION
WANIT TO SELL
Tascam 0A88 - Digital 8- channel
recorder - studio productior
recorder- very good condition.
operational unit. Call Wil Nelson
256-631-8945

Satellite C/KU Feception Pals www.davefant.cem 479-471-C75'i

MISCELLANEOUS

STATIONS

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio"

WANT TO SELL
11011110,4 BMUS ItHDPIX11111111,00CM,
new & rebuilt for Elcorn, Horns, CCA,CSI,
McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821
One Antes SX-36 Av Pro ISA Bus
studio sound card. Used in good
condition. No manual or driver
but both are available on
www.antex.com. Card
cost
$600.00 new. We're selling for
$75.00 or best offer plus shipping.
Any questions, please call Bab.
760-320-4550
Tower Space Available at 250 ft
HAAT on a340 ft tower. 7mi South
of Bad Axe, MI. Temp & Humidity
Controlled Bldg. For details, call
John at 989-551-5800
REMOTE/

WANT TO SELL
One Antex SX-36 Av Pro ISA Bus
studio sound card. Used in good
condition. No manual or driver
but both are available on
www.antex.com. Card
cost
$600.00 new. We're selling for
$75.00 or best offer plus
shipping. Any questions, please
call Bob. 760-320-4550

Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

CERTIFICATION

Are your engineers
Certified?

SBE

SBE Certification
The Inchrtry Benchmark
wwx..sbe.org
(317) 846-9000
CODECS

WANT TO SELL
AEO Swing Portable ISDN Unit Never Used. Less than one year
old. The SWING is a portable
mono audio codec, with built-in
ISDN terminal adapters, suitable
for use worldwide. Has a
simultaneous- use digital hybrid,
with aPOTS back-up connection,
perfect as abackup circuit or for
transmitting from places where
there is no ISDN. Also includes a
pre- mixer, 2 headrhone outputs
with separate contrcls, and 3mic
inputs with built-in limiters. UPS
battery backup for up to 30 mins
included, as is original padded
travel case. List price $ 2495
(US), asking $ 1900 plus shipping
as per your specifications.
Contact George Woods at:

Harris Medalist 10 channel onair Console with Rack Mount
power supply. Good Condition
operational. Call Wil Nelson 256631-8945
WANT TO BUY
AudioArts R60- R55 non-profit
FM desperately needs good
console pre- owned. Contact Rick
with your price 406-293-7625 or
406-291-1245.
Sparta A-20, A-20-2, AS-30, or A15 Mid 1970s lift-top' Sparta Grey
and Silver console. Should be in
working condition and compete.
Prefer S/N 191 through 303.
Prefer you send me information on
your unit and your price to my
email account- Duane Williams,
djwillia@libby.org but you can also
call me at 406-293-6234.
Ampex AM-10 mixer in operating
condition. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING

OWN YOUR JWN!! Her tage
AM/FM with great facilities and
valuable real estate in growing
southern college town.greal buy
for owner operator! New Fulitime
AM sleeper with real estate and
limited
ccmpetition... great
terms! RETIRE DOWN SOUTHCALL DAVE HEDRICK-256 6132630

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get ill
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-60401
s 'You Know We Know Radio" rs

a

Denon - Any model - need preowned CD player for our FM radio
station. Contact Rick -406-293-7625
or 406-291-1245.
TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT/HYBRIDS
WANT TO SELL
Conex Celljack- single input celljack
to be used with analog bagphone.$100
-call John Wilsbach 717-948-9136
TESTMETERINGMONITORING
WANT TO SELL
Tektronix 5840 time base module
-Unit is new and unused, complete
with manuals & shipping box. This
unit writes on screen. $ 100. Call
Dale Heidner - 406-388-6289
WANT TO BUY

PATCHING,

SWE RENT FOR LESS S

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions or 12" transcriptions,
not commercial LPs. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.

WANT TO SELL
"Seattle area FM commeicia
translators: BNPFT 20030317EUE
154893
and
Bh PF1
20030317BUW 155196. Inclide:
excellent eq package & tewe relationship. E- nail your one tu
CommunityPubl cRadio@Prodigy,
net

DISTRIBUTION

georgeOradiogeorge.com.
COMPUTERS

WANT TO SELL

SWITCHING,

MICROWAVE

WANT TO SELL

three cell sites, second FM

controller. all hardware.

EQUIPMENT

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

CONSOLES/MIXERS

pylnd6-Bay FM Antenna,

Complete with all lighting,

COMPLETE

WANT TO BUY

SATELLITE

For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment

www acousticsfirst.com
A1VTENNAS/

MICROPHONES

WANT TO SELL
Tower Space Available at 250 ft
HAAT on a340 ft tower. 7mi South
of Bad Axe, MI. Temp & Humidity
Controlled Bldg. For details, call
John at 989-551-5800
TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CDs

SCA1 & SCA2 Monitors for Belar
FM1/FMS1 Modulation Monitor. Any
Condition. Call John. 989-551-5800
TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/
TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL
S
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STE -

WANT TO SELL

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

Ampex 600 Portable -TubeMono-7.5 ips Recorder- Player in
case w/handle. $250, you pay for
shipping 40Ibs. Call Ken Sands
313-494-6406

Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040

S "You Know We Know Radio" S

TRANSCOM CORPORATION
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
1.5 KW
1983
2.5 KW
1984
3.5 KW
1986
6KW
1995
7+180C
2005
10 KW
1988
10 KW
1990
10 KW
2001
20 KW
1985
25 KW
1982
25 KW
1980
1986
30 KW
50 KW
1982
Used AM Transmitters
1KW
1999
1KW
1983
5KW
1985
5KW
1982
5KW
1987
10 KW
1982
10 KW
1992
50 KW
1985

BE FM 1.5A
Continental 814R-1
Hams HT 3.5
Henry 60000
Hens Z16 HD
BE FM10A
Hans HT 10
Henry 10,0000-95
Harris FM2OK
Harris FM25K
CSI-T-25-FA (Amp Only)
BE FM30A
Hwris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher
Omnitronix 1000A Solid State
Harris MW1A Solid State
Continental 315R1
Harris MW5A
Harris MW58
Harris MW10A
Nautel NO10 Solid State
Continental 317 C2

Exciters
Usee Continental 802A Exciter
LlseC Harris Digit CD ( 2nd generation)
New 20 w & 30W Synthesized exciters
New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB & Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
tIOWto 10 KW)
TV STL
Used TV Transmitters
5 KW UHF Harris Diamond CD Solid State
55 KW UHF GE TT59B, CH 25
55 KW UHF RCA TTU-558, CH 25
Used Misc, Eauipment
Biro RF Thruline Wattmeter, 50S
Coaxial Switch, 4Port, 15/8"
Denim 72OR cassette NEW
Dielectric 4Port, 3-1/8" Coaxial Switch
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase
Please visit our website for current listings.

WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

800-441-8454 • 215-938,7304 • FAX* - 1-215-938-7361
www.'mamtv.com • E-mail' transcorn@fmamtv.com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

BEE
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
•FCC Applic ation, and

ielt1 Ingineering

•

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

E VA

S

oci•i.$

•

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITES-LPTV
•EMC Test tab-FCC and European Iltti

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
651-784-7445

f-mail: infoernviernuom

Fax (651) 784-7541

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 56126 * m.inhav Am( t

OMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES. IN ,
•Age,occeNCV/1.....111101.11LIMeli,111.1.,

kdi AM. FM, TV coverage 6Upgrade,
9B Broadcast transmission facility
design
FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineenng
Clarence M. Beverage • Laura N. Nimbi

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

EXPERTS IN

FROM STOCK

TV • DTV Transition • FM - •

.

.

210 S Main St
http

'
YAW/

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

Mullaney

Engineering. Inc.
ewe« ARCE

Tel (856)985-007
Marlton. NJ 08053 Fax (856)985-812

9019 Shady Grow Court
Gaithersburg MD 20877

301l921-0115

fax 001)5909757
mullaneyornulleng, corn

enflas • RF Exposure

Member AFCCE

FROM STOCK

Doug Vernier

Scientific Broadcast

JENNINGS VACUUM

Broadcast Engineering Consulting

Technical Consultants

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

AM/FIATTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

The Coverage Map Store

Since 1970

Ne

Coverage Maps $69

oft

ftWare for you7P7

kreising@otherside.com

TECH

jpierce@mediatechusa.com

High- quality Internet Streaming
Give us a call to

id&

Over 45 rears engineering

f"

C)

NI

00000°— ..e.
....:•":::-.
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or

,o ext
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•Ice
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Are you curlend) asubscriber to Radio World?

Signature

ADVERTISE HERE!
Space is available
Call 703-998-7600

-;::--• ...-••

Radio World

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

Ul Yes

Are You a
Distributor?

+1 -703 -998 -7600 ext. 154. . 1.00 . , ....l'e•" --

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations only.
All other end users will be charged. This FREE service does not apply to Employment
Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only.
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below.
Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Please print and include
all information:

etamezeATTnet.mx

For more information, including rates &

deadlines, call Claudia Van Veen at

FAX: . 52-81-83-581172

Empresa dedicada a: Venta de
equipo. Asesoría y Gestoria en
A.M.,
F.M.,
TV.
y MMDS.
Elaboramos Memorias, Peritajes,
Pruebas de Comportamiento,
Características Técnicas, Pianos,
Proyectos,
Instalaciones,
Homologaciones y trámite para el
NOM.

ee etriiiMetidad

the difference!

I

.52 81 83 583027

Ursa us on Use web al wwww.radussettcorn
ICI Den..., Su . 1ft. Demurest GA - 706-778-6811

molisdnee.

«T

E-mail: etamezescamilla Oaxtetnet,

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

Streaming Equipment available

Ale!

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

FaCiliticN Decign

Zifite4 Seee-P!

INC.

INGENIERIA EN
RADIODIFUSION Y
TELECOMUNICACIONES

•Cost effective mapping

Field 'Midi Antenna and

www.grahambrock.com

704-799-2245

FASTEN—

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

BROADCAST TEctiNk. AL CONSUSANTS

and (*on:wilting experience

-D

esurcom.com web: WWW.SUICOITI.COITI

812-738-3482

)11...ramm AM/FM/FV/At IX Services

High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760)438-4759

Upgrades, Frequency Search

hill Ncrvice From Allocation to

R EALcoverage.com

RELAYS

FM Engineering - FCC Applications

(800) 743-3684
www,v-soft.com

techrf.CoM

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Thiensville, WI 53092. ( 262) 242-6000. FAX ( 262) 242-6045
evansassoc corn

Tblecommunication Consultant,

P0 Box 1130

WWW. CO M

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

LI No

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Date

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2006

Contact Name
Title
Company/Station

1x

óx

13x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$110

105

100

95

Telephone

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$95

85

75

65

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a
per word or per inch hasts,

Distributor Directory

$135

130

125

120

Professional Card

$105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services

$200

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Address
City/State
Zip Code

WTS CI WTB CI Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

—

Model:

Blind Box Ad

Price:

WTS Cl WTB CI Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange • PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Tel: 703-998-7600, ext. 154 • Fax: 703-671-7409 • E-mail: cvanveeneimaspub.com

16 additional

Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154, to
reserve space in the next issue.

Use your credit card

to pay, we now accept VISA,
MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.rwonline.com

BEE
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POWER TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INTL: +1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

wwweconco.com

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

TRANMITTERS/ EXCITERS/ TRANSLATORS VVTS ( Cont.)

Beie13°

World In
Leader

ikiTERMACIOSAL
,
1 Wocete,eor -.34in.ye.‘o

Transmitters

AM - FM

UI I Ill Pre-Owned
thitts In Stock
AN Powers • Manuhactires • Instruction Books
•Mann & All Compete

FCC Celt Wed
FM Stereo Transmitter

MI»

V 50W RF output, continuous duty!

Auto protect with auto iioft fail &
auto restore!
Automatic battery bai kup!
V Digital display of all pa -ameters
Perfect for LPFM, Translators,

TUBES & COMPONENTS

CCA 5000G 1994 Transmitter.
Presently on Air. Available 6-01-06
$7500.00 Call Chuck Tarkenton
770-412-8700

PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS!
ADVERTISE!

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on tronsmdting tubes &
sockets! ris, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. of

402-4:3
•211e
rj unterc
p
larLeecoo;n

egAAC • TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA

masiola •Toshiba • SGS • Thomson
Se Habla Español

wurw romseyelectroroc -..corn

Or Call Rcb Malany, Naboord/Int'l Sales

at

& Mitsubishi Semiconducto

800-737-2787

We Export

:Minnierine9119,11rlarlineF11911718ffle

as well as stand-alone exciters
N..ist. our Website,

www.Desco-int.corn

/

For more information,

800-446-2295

call Claudia Van Veen

In Our 33rd Year!

at 703.998.7600,

321-960-4001

_.cL ee7 /
CAN:tr7

C Electronics

ISO 9001 Certified

ext. 154.

The Choice of Successful

An International

Broadcasters Since 1934

Distributor of RF Components

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?

Tubes

NEW POWER TUBES

NEW & REBUILT

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM (FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

Look no further, you're in the right place!

MOM
Co*

-41111
1111Milu
ee

•1•1.
• row. Imho.e,

odia World.

Worldwide Availability

EEV

sesremes

4

703-998-7600. ext. 154

Made in U.S.A.

USA DISTRIBUTOR

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

Call today for current rates and

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

Pro-Tek®

SVETLANA

*11

night,

WWIRI

To Order:

%AI 0 ,

1-800-881-2374
Outside US. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español

le CIE

3089 Deltona Blvd.
Spring Hill, FL 34609

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221

srook.

Fax ( 650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
352-688-2374

BT SERVICE

•••••••
g•

Fax 352-683-9595

Website: tro•tedandcelectronimeom

I.

ell

Cammmanollar

Neer •••••••1

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED
Electrcnic Engineer - 5 years
experience. BA with Concentration
in Broadt asting. Able to travel, English. Spanish & Italian. Mail
resume: RVR USA LLC. 7782 NW
46th Street, Miami, FL 33166

I

BROADCAST ENGINEER SOUGHT A fast growing radio group in the
south i:: seeking a full time
Broad:aa Engineer.
Applicant
must tare amin. of 6years related

,

experierce,
or
equivalent
,ackgroLnd and a good working
mowlsclie of Transmitters, Studio
Equipment, & Broadcast- related
Compter System installation and
mainten3nce for radio facilities.
Knowledge of Prophet Next Gen
autotraton systems is a plus but
not required. An associates degree
in el actronics/ engineering and
SBE Cer ification are preferred. We
offer geat facilities, excellent
benetts stability and asupportive
team Dtmosphere. Send your
resume, letters of recommendation
and salary history or requirements
to: R3d oWorld, Attn: Claudia Van
Veen PO. Box 1214, Falls Church,
VA 22041

POSITIONS WANTED
Need a good sports talk show
host? I'm looking for aspot in the
surrounding eastern KY area willing to relocate as well.
Experience with call-in shows for
all sports including NASCAR even
high school sports! Tape available.
Call Jim Ward at 703-371-5416 or
nascar43324@yahoo CDM

Radio UlJerld.
Equipment Exchange
Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET
Certified, Commercial FCC License
with radar, NABER Certified twoway radio technician, amateur
radio extra, seeks CE, asst. CE FIT,
P/T Contract, AM/F14. Cable, TV.
Contact:
Mitchell
Rakoff,
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com 718969-5224
Clever, jovial, and innovative
broadcaster warriple internet
radio
experience.
Seeking
opportunity to liven " vanilla"
broadcasts coast to coast. For new
flavor contact Lee 972-951-0124
or mojo_hand78@yahoo.com

Mature, sophisticated, credible
personality
with
outgoing,
positive attitude, accented with
superb on-air and production
skills.
Tight board work, and
meeting posts. Letrice Chanel
Dickerson
817-715-4530
letricechanel@yahoo.com
20-year
musician.
Strong
musical knowledge. Looking for
announcer/writing/producing/boar
d-op positions. Ready for a long
career.
Willing
to
relocate.
Michael " The Albatross" Ross
405-4144-1424 albatross423@
sbcglobal.net
Very creative, open minded,
positive personality with alarger
than life imagination! Eager to
learn the business or radio
broadcasting. Willing to relocate.
Thomas
405-210-1687
rilla1@cox.net.
ABS graduate with agreat sense
of humor willing to do what it
takes to get into radio. Great work
ethic! Will relocate for my first
radio job. Glenn 405-222-2934

Multi-talented, creative, selfmotivated and looking for a
chance of a lifetime. ABS grad enthusiastic about all radio! The
>ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
missing piece to your puzzle.
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!
Brandon Lena 405-869-0391
Hard working, willing to do what
it takes to succeed. Willing to
travel and relocate to work any
position
in
radio.
Classic
personality, dependable!
Tim
Young 405-381-3687

SPACE IS
AVAILABLE

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE E.ROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOMEI

RUIJI

nline.c0111

Call Claudia Van Veen for all the details at

_9

:J
/

Call Claudia Van Veer.
at 703.998.7600,
ext. 154 or
cvanveen@imaspub.com

between 9-5 EST

Radio World
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This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
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WEB SITE URL

ADVERTISER
Acorn
Altronic Research
Antenna Nord Telecomunicazioni S.r.l.
APT
Armstrong Transmitter Co.
ATA Audio
Audion Labs
Axia - A Telos Company
Axia - A Telos Company
Bext, Inc
Broadcast Depot
Broadcast Electronics
Broadcast Tools, Inc
BSW
Circuit Werkes
Comet North America
Comrex Corporation
Continental Electronics Corp.
dMarc/Scott Studios
Electronics Research, Inc.
Enco Systems, Inc.
ESE
Global Security
Gorman Redlich Mfg
Grace Broadcast Sales
Harris Corporation
Henry Engineering
HHB/Sennheiser USA
Inovonics
Jennings Corp
LBA Technology, Inc.
Logitek
Moseley Associates
Mouser Electronics
Nautel Ltd.
NPR Satellite Services
Omnia - A Telos Company
Omnirax
OMT Technologies/Media Touch
Pristine Systems
Radio Systems Inc
Raduga USA
RF Specialties
RTI
S.C.M.S.
Sabre Communications
Sierra Automated Systems
Sine Systems
Stormin Protection Products
Telos Systems - TLS Corp.
Tieline Technology
Vorsis
Wheatstone Corporation
Wheatstone Corporation

www.acornrf.com
www.altronic.com
www.antgroup.it
www.aptx.com
www.armstrongtx.com
www.ataaudio.com
www.audionlabs.com
www.axiaaudio.com
www.axiaaudio.com
www.bext.com
www.broadcastdepot.com
www.bdcast.com
www.broadcasttools.com
www.bswusa.com
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.cometna.com
www.comrex.com
www.contelec.com
www.dmarc.net
www.eriinc.com
www.enco.com
www.ese-web.com
www.gssnet.us
www.gorman-redlich.com
www.gracebroadcast.com
www.broadcast.harris.com
www.henryeng.com
www.hhbusa.com
www.inovon.com
www.jenningstech.com
www.lbagroup.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.moseleysb.com
www.mouser.com
www.nautel.com
www.nprss.org/rworld
www.omniaaudio.com
www.omnirax.com
www.omt.net
www.pristinesys.com
www.radiosystems.com
www.raduga.net
www.rfspecialties.com
www.timeandtemp.net
www.scmsinc.com
www.sabrecom.com
www.sasaudio.com
www.sinesystems.com
www.opticshield.com
www.telos-systems.com
www.tieline.com
www.vorsis.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.wheatstone.com

Radio Wtprld
The Newspaper for Ratio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have
something to say
ie

Ihave read RW religiously

for the past 18 years. Iwould
be lost without it.”

Darren J. Morton
Director of Media Services
&WSAJ Radio Director
Grove City College
Grove City, Pa.

Shown: fled CLASSIC PRO offers oretro look of the '40s with the dynamic sound of today
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GUEST

COMMENTARY

KOOP Rebuilds After
by Andrew Dickens
KOOP(FM) signed on in 1994 with a
mission to provide innovative grassroots
programming to the Austin, Texas community. Many dedicated volunteers and
two staff members operate KOOP. The
station aims to be amodel for community-owned and -operated media. We have
invested significant effort to advance the
quality and relevance of our programming, refine our governance structure and
improve our operations.
We learned recently that KOOP is
more than equipment, wires, albums and a
physical address. We're a community of
people — volunteers, staff, listeners, businesses and community organizations. The
tenacity of this community has been illustrated in our recovery from two recent
fires. This is the story of the challenges
we face and how we are working to overcome them.
Up in smoke
Evenings at KOOP can be abeehive of
activity, and January 5, 2006 was such a
night. A visiting musician was in the studio recording an interview, the programming committee was discussing our schedule and the engineering team was making
plans and assigning projects. Later, some
of us adjourned to Emo's ( a live music
venue) to watch the band of some fellow
KOOPers. Around midnight, Iwalked by
KOOP on the way to my truck.

area, furniture and every record and CD.
The property manager hired electricians
to separate our electrical system from the
damaged portion of the building so the
city could reestablish power. We moved
our office offsite and backed up our hard
drives. We replaced our smashed doors,
boarded up our smashed windows,
thanked the Fire Department and started
about plans to move to a permanent new
home. We returned to the air on January
11 at 9a.m.
Déjà vu all over again
We faced a financial challenge to
afford the build-out expenses and higher
rent that would come with moving to
another facility. Fundraising efforts were
in full swing to help us through this transition. A community organization contacted us and offered to match part of our
fundraising, but requested we do an on-air
membership drive the weekend of
February 4. We scrambled to prepare and
were looking forward to a weekend of
recruiting new members.
In the early morning hours of Feb. 4,
2006, Iwoke up to aphone call from Dan
Knight of KVRX. Ilistened to his newî
and was puzzled. Iflipped on the television to see footage of adowntown building engulfed in flames. It was our building. It was burning. Again.
Iarrived to find ladder trucks pouring
water into the smoking remains of the
building that housed KOOP. The fire had

flipped on the television to see footage
of a downtown building engulfed in flames.
It was our building. It was burning. Again.

Two hours later Iwas back at KOOP. I
had been awoken by acall from William
Blair, the station manager of KVRX(FM)
with news that the building that housed
KOOP was on fire. A text message from
our Promotions Director Rebecca
Gutierrez confirmed the news. Iarrived on
the scene to find four blocks of downtown
Austin closed and packed with fire trucks.
Parts of our three-story building had
been built sometime around 1915. It had a
lot of character and housed an interesting
assortment of tenants. KOOP occupied
the third-floor loft area. Below us were a
dance studio, Sweatbox ( the legendary
Austin recording studio), artist studios
and rehearsal space. It was a woodframed building with amaze of hallways,
which had been built, partitioned and partitioned again.
One second- floor tenant had a studio
packed with newspaper clippings and
photo paper. He also smoked. A misplaced cigarette ignited the paper and
quickly grew into a three-alarm blaze as
the Austin Fire Department struggled to
contain it in the old structure. Aggressive
action stopped the flames at KOOP's
door. We took extensive smoke damage
and some fire-fighting damage, but mercifully little heat and water.
When the sun came up, the recovery
effort began. We contacted our insurance
and got an electronics restoration team
out. We had cleaners decontaminate our

started further down the block in aclub.
The fire raced through adjoining buildings
and destroyed half a block of downtown
Austin. The roof of our building was
caved in right up to our studios. Our
microwave antennas were normally visible from the ground, but had now disappeared from view. Firefighters stood on
our roof, pumping water through our skylights.
Parts of the block had collapsed early
in the fire, forcing the fire department to
evacuate the buildings and fight the fire
from the outside. They pumped massive
master streams from ladder trucks and
blasted water in through windows and
skylights.
KOOP did not fare well in the second
fire. Flames entered KOOP through p
of the floor and from the windows faci
the collapsed portion of the building.
KOOP HVAC unit fell when the second
floor roof collapsed underneath it, ripping
agouge in one wall and allowing the fire
free access to storage space and equipment racks. Our microwave antenna and
tower also fell through the roof, landing
twisted, melted and smashed on the floor
below.
In the main studio, flames entered
through the windows and walls. The ceiling tiles had curled up into little melted
balls, and exposed wires were now
reduced to bare copper strands. CDs in
the topmost racks were burned, twisted
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Back-to-Back Fires

A view from KOOP's main studio during its initial damage assessment walkthrough with the fire department. Firefighters are seen dousing hotspots.

Fire damage

A melted record in KOOP's main studio.

KOOPers remove a damaged console.
Left to right: Andrew Dickens, Amy Wright, Jay Robillard
and deformed. Equipment left behind
shadows on the tabletops. The entire
structure was flooded and we walked
through deep puddles of standing water. It
was clear that our studio was atotal loss.

and industry contacts.
Finding atemporary location was the
first task on this project's critical path.
KMFA(FM) contacted us and offered to
sublease unused space. The empty space
was perfect for our immediate need. KMFA
Community service
also loaned KOOP the use of their ISDN
Our staff and volunteers met to assess
line and Telos Zephyr. We now had space
the situation and formulate recovery
and half of astudio to transmitter link.
plans. KOOP had neither a home nor
Matt Daley, KOOP's chief engineer, set
equipment, but did have alarge team of
out to expedite the installation of an
edicated volunteers with arange of ditISDN line at our transmitter site. With
to skills. We identified several chal- prodding, the phone company managed to
sahead of us. We would need to
install the line within a few days. Rich
rate our plans to relocate, manage
Dean and Dana Whitehair of KUT(FM)
nce claims, locate replacement
loaned aTelos Zephyr for the transmitter,
ent and drastically increase our
completing the link. We had no previous
aising to cover the costs of building
experience with ISDN gear. When we
out anew location.
attempted to connect the link, we discovKOOP's esteemed "Tech Team" vowed
ered the phone company transposed two
to return the station to the airwaves from
digits on the SPIDs. After trying afew
atemporary studio while the relocation
permutations, the unit at the transmitter
effort proceeded. This. required finding a successfully called KMFA and estabplace to operate from and equipment. The
lished our studio-to-transmitter link.
technical volunteers met to assess the staMany local broadcasters were gracious
tions needs, and then worked to contact
to loan us critical equipment. Dusty Black,
our local SBE chapter, local broadcasters
Mike Purdell and Gil Garcia of Clear

Channel Austin assisted us by loaning a
spare console, mic booms and atape deck.
Gary Shapiro of Border Media Partners
loaned aspare EAS unit. Piece by piece,
we were rebuilding aradio station.
Fellow community broadcaster
KEOS(FM) was one of the first organizations to contact KOOP with an offer to
help. KEOS is acommunity radio station
in Bryan, Texas, run entirely by volunteers. Lance Parr and George Weber made
the drive to Austin, bringing CD players,
aphone hybrid, turntables, microphones
and wiring. They would make the drive
twice more over the next few days to help
install and test our new studio.
KOOP's training team began the
process of documenting the operation of
the new studio. Over the next week, the
training team would provide crash training for our entire staff. There were plenty
of logistical and communications challenges in order to synchronize more than
70 programmers. KOOP's programming
committee took on this challenge by
appointing apoint contact for each day of
the week who made sure all programmers
had directions, bus route information, a
way to get into the building and procedures for locking up at night.
At 9a.m. on February 22, KOOP once
again returned to the airwaves.
Intangible qualities are what make

organizations strong. The indefatigable
spirit of our volunteers, the can-do attitude of our staff, the support of the Austin
community and the help of our fellow
broadcasters made us strong as an organization, even with the loss of our physical
assets. Iwould like to offer a heartfelt
"thank you" on behalf of our station and
its listeners to everyone in the broadcast
community who is helping us through
these challenging times.
Disaster preparation has been a hot
topic for broadcasters this year. In late
2005, the topic of disaster recovery was
discussed in a KOOP strategic planning
meeting and we identified actions to
reduce our risk. Foremost among these
was ensuring we had offsite backups of
our critical data — membership lists,
financial data, underwriting contracts and
contact information. After the January 6
fire, we took the additional action of mirroring our hard drives and storing the mirrors offsite as well. This simple and inexpensive action prevented a much larger
impact to the organization.
KOOP is working hard to find and
build our new home. It is achallenging
but exciting progress, and Ilook forward
to sharing the story of KOOP's rebuilding
in the future.
Andrew Dickens is president of
KOOP..
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•READER'S
BBG on
Playa de Pals
The Broadcasting Board of Governors
(BBG), which oversees all U.S. non-military international broadcasting, continually assesses our broadcasting requirements in order to determine the best mix
of available broadcast media to serve priority audiences around the world. Since
9/11, this has led to dramatic changes in
determining our target audience and the
technologies used to reach them.
Change is never easy and is not always
received with enthusiasm by those affected. The letter from George Woodard
(Reader's Forum, May 10) is an example
of reaction to change.
Iappreciate Mr. Woodard's regret that
the towers at Playa de Pals were torn
down. There is agreat deal of nostalgia
among some VOA veterans of the Cold
War for the days of clattering typewriters
and shortwave radio. To fight the War on
Terror, however, requires the latest in
satellite television technology, FM radio
and the Internet.
Ican assure Mr. Woodard that every
member of the Broadcasting Board of
Governors (BBG) regrets having to cut
back on any of our programming to meet
our budget priorities. Ican also assure
Mr. Woodard that any ' sinister forces'
attempting to influence the BBG have
been held at bay. However, it is clear that
satellite television and the Internet are to
the future of communications what shortwave radio is to the past.
The changes the BBG is making in the
way it broadcasts news and information
is driven by substantial changes in the
way people use media in the 21st century.
For decades, shortwave was the only
means to reach large audiences across
oceans and national borders. Although
there is still an audience for shortwave,
FM has become the dominant medium in
heavily populated urban centers. As for
the Kavala Tower in Greece, its closure
again reflects our changing world.
International broadcasting stations in
Greece have served their missions well
over the past 50 years. However, it is
only one of anumber of European facilities that have been closed since the end
of the Cold War. The Playa de Pals facility was closed five years ago. Surplus
equipment from some of these stations
has been economically and effectively
redeployed to other BBG facilities in

FORUM•

'Digital' Isn't Going to Fix Bad Edits
No matter how the contentious talks between NPR and its unionized broadcast
recording technicians turn out, the dispute calls attention to an issue faced by
many in radio today — is it better to edit via the eye or the ear?
Some public radio engineers, commenting on the PubTech listserv, are complaining about sloppy editing they hear on some of their national programs lately.
(Presumably the same problems they would pick up on commercial radio would
be more acceptable to them because they expect ahigher quality product on longform radio.)
The engineers believe that rushing is causing bad edits and that listeners have
taken notice. As in the days of tape and grease pencils, rushing can cause someone
to miss the break between the end of one word and the start of the breath intake at
the beginning of the next word and leave an upcut.
"Producers and reporters expect ever-faster editing from their engineers," stated
the editor of anationally syndicated commercial radio show in one post — everfaster, because fewer people are doing more work. "Not that cranking out more
pieces in less time isn't one of the advantages of digital editing, but there is a
point where Ithink that the demands on the engineer for speed approach the
ridiculous."
Now, with digital editing software, assembling and mixing astory takes aquarter of the time it used to, but sacrificing accuracy for speed can ruin the final product, this editor believes.
Zooming in tight at the edit point and enlarging the waveform to make it "tall
enough" to actually see where the breath ends and the next word begins would
only take afew seconds, argue others.
We're not advocating going back to the days of attaching dozens of pieces of
tape to the Ampex with labels like "breath" or "room tone" or even worse, recording audio onto amoving cart and achieving that hideous "burp" at the beginning
and end of the cart.
We would hope that audio-quality-wise, stations would maintain high standards. HD Radio is not going to fix poor audio editing or production values. With
the big PR push on now by the alliance and other stations that have gone digital,
let's use the opportunity to renew our focus on creating pristine audio content.
Isn't that abasic premise of why we're in radio?

Kuwait, Sri Lanka and the Northern
Marianas.
In other words, the shortwave broadcasting mission in Europe that capably
served our needs for over 50 years has
shifted eastward to Asia. Transmission
assets must follow this transition, as well.
However, Afghanistan and the countries in the Middle East referred to as
shortchanged by Mr. Woodard actually are
receiving a myriad of popular radio and
TV broadcasts around the clock. In fact,
Radio Free Afghanistan now has aweekly
listening audience of over 75 percent.
As the global requirements for international broadcasting evolve, the BBG must
carefully choose to devote its limited
resources to those programs and transmission media that are best able to serve the
most critical target audiences in the future.
Brian T Conniff
Executive Director
Broadcasting Board of Governors
Washington

License Revoked
The demise of the First Phone, the subject of Buc Fitch's article in the March 29
issue, was first suggested 80 years ago by
Congressman Griffin of New York. With
respect to the Radio Act of 1927, he
argued, "Why should an operator be
required to procure a license? We have
locomotive engineers running great trains
all over the country; trackwalkers, signalmen and other employees engaged in great
undertakings, where human life is at stake
and where there is great responsibility, and
who are not required to submit to this
license nuisance.
"I ask the gentleman proposing this
bill: What is the earthly reason for requiring the licensing of an operator at a
broadcasting station? Do you not suppose
that the employer of that operator knows
whether he is efficient or not? Is it not his
duty and his obligation to look after the
character of the men he employs and
whether or not they are efficient?
"Why should the United States government," he continued, " assume this
responsibility and undertake to establish
a bureau, with numerous clerks, filing
cases, and an elaborate mechanism, in
order to provide help for the operating
stations all over the United States? The
next logical thing in order, with this
precedent established, will be to require
Federal licenses for telephone and telegraph operators. It would surely be just

— RW I

as reasonable.
"This whole section and all of these
paragraphs ought to be eliminated from
the bill. Let the people who control the
stations select their own operators and
use their own judgment."
Seventy years later, Congress accepted
his argument, removing the federal
licensing requirement for operators of
broadcast transmitters.
An excerpt of the book with the history
of broadcast operator licensing is available
at www.hallikainen.org/nab/unattended/
RegHistory.pdf
Harold Hallikainen
Santa Maria, Calif

Survive and Thrive
To quote one of my favorite philosophers, Stan Freberg: "Words to live by,
Cratchit!"
What more can Isay in response to
Bob Raleigh's "What Is the Real Future
of HD Radio?" ( March 29) He is
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absolutely correct in his observation that,
"It is content that is going to drive (HD)
receiver sales, not better audio quality of
the same stuff we've been giving them."
As a public radio programmer, Iam
proud of the content we make available at
WMUB(FM), our 56-year-old station in
Oxford, Ohio. Yes, much of that content
is from NPR and other suppliers; but we
realize that locally produced materials,
especially news, will be the flypaper that
keeps listeners with our station.
We have alot of work to do to localize
our HD-2channel — maybe an HD-3 in
the future? But Iam impressed and
encouraged by the vision of colleagues
such as Bob Raleigh. As an industry, terrestrial radio, both commercial and noncommercial, is being challenged on a
number of fronts. If we can keep content
and service to our listeners as the primary
goal, we'll not only survive but we'll
thrive for many years to come.
John E. Hingsbergen
WMUB(FM)
Oxford, Ohio
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This Little Unit

Can Do BIG Things!
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The Vorsis AP-3digi -.al processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound
exactly the way you want it
—cleanly and efficiently.
Built around a mult - band compressor
with complementary AGC, the AP- 3
replaces awhole rack of dedicated
units. VORSIS pre-conditions your
signal ( HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,
expander), then let's you apply 3- band
AGC/compression and 4- band parametric EQ (signal chain reversible)
before going through afinal stage
zero-overshoot peak limiter.
With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our
included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the
AP- 3direct and easy, offering
complete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor
functions, system settings
and security— all through
asingle R1-45 ethernet
connection that lets
you control one or
many AP- 3 units.
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It's aWhole New WORLD!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

AUDIOARTS NET is the EASY way to interface your D- 75N digital consoles! And

because D-75Ns are also standalone designs each studio can operate INDEPENDENTLY, relying on the
network only to share resources. And by EASY interface we MEAN it— you don't have to be a softw .
guru or IT professional to get up and running— and STAY running! And because it's AUDIOARTS, y,
can rest assured it'll be reliable and preserve your budget. TAKE ADVANTAGE of WHEATSTONE's
extensive expertise in DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY!

UDIOARTS ENGINEE
sales@wheatstone.corn / tel 252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net
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